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WASHINGTON (AP) —Leaders of
the AFL-CIO, who supported President-
elect, Carter's election bid, charge he
has retreated from his_ campaign
promises to reduce unemployment.
They said his two-year plan for-a $23
billion to $30 billion economic program
or economic stimulus" "is too small,
takes too long and. is too ill-advised to
give the economy the stimulus it
needs." .. •
The labor federation, in a statement,..
Monday, said it would nash instead for
 a$30-billion-plan tin1,l.a3iithg direct-job-
creation rather than tax cuts.
The policy dispute is the second-time
since Carter woo the November elec-
tion that labor leaders have expressed .
disappointment with him. The other
grumbling came when Carter rejected
their urgings to name John T. Dunlop
as labor secretary. Carter chose F. Ray
Marshall for the post
The AFL-C10 criticism of Carter's •
economic program was tireged at his
announcement last week, with the
support of the Democratic leadership of
ter's could generate 610,000 jobs this
year and 905,000 new jobs by the eud of
1978.
The report by the nonpartisan office
Congress, of a $23 billion to. $30 billion, had been prepared before Carter
disclosed is proposals last week..two-year program that would include
up to $11 billion in tax rebates on 1976 It concluded that without government
federal income taxes for iodividuals, intervention, the economy will continue
The package would also involve $7 to grow slowly 3.5 per cent to 5 per
bigion to-410_ billion in dew government tent and therewill still be up to 7.5 -
Million persons =employed by theerRnspending for job and public works
-progrArns over the 1977 and 1978 fiscal of this year.
years-,-perntanent-tax-cutr for-lowsan- ^ le-AFL-CIO said the key to the
middle-income taxpayers and a small nation's economic problem is uneni-
but permanent cut in business taxes. ployment and the solution is jobs, ad-
The AFICIO --leaders called it • a dthg that reliance oil tax cuts and
"retreat from the goals we understood rebates instead of job-creating •
'President-elect Carter to have set legislation was the least effective
method of solving the problein..during last year's campaign." -
One Section — 10 Pages
at the university were not-on the job today, due to weather and road con-
ditions throughout the area.
SUM Photo by David
"especially disturbed" by the new
administration's proposal . to reduce
corporate-taxes. "Corporations need
customers, not tax gifts," they said.
The AFL-CIO said the stimulus from
these tax. cuts and rebates."iS far more
costly and moves at a much slower
pate than the irroirarn we
recommended and Which we .intend to
push in the Congress. '!
The- Stateineiii" WAS -1S-Sued • by the
legislative subconunittee of the AF:1(-
-C '
It urged an expansion of public works
projects by at least
proVide 600,000 new:joba; expanaierter
current publ service • jobs programs
by $8 billion to pi(evide an additional
800,000 jobs..
Meanwhile, the ,Congressional '
Budget Office today said an economic
Power Line Falls;
as the area is still ieeling from an eietf-irich snoW dumped by a weekend win
ter storm. Schools rem-ained Closed today in both the Murray City .ind
Calloway County school- systems, -although Murray City school teachers
reported to work for an. in-sersice session. • Staff Photo by David H31
Officials -at the office,- of the West.
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation reported that one power
line on Highway 94Eastat Blackwood's
Store fell this morning about 6:15.
Passing motorists saw the line doym
and alerted the REA crews-and service'
was restorecLsoon after the call was
made. Some tither small repairs have
been reported, but so far service has
not been out in the area for any length
of time, officials said.
The Murray. Flectric Systeirjiandtbe
Murray Water and Sewerage System
havereported that no major trouble has
developed-as yet from the snow and ice.
4 Officials said the time was extended
through today, Jentuiry - fl; for- -the-
electric and water bills to be-paid
without the extra penalty added.
The Water Systeni reporteethat-a
four inch main. on. Olive Boulevard
broke Sunday, but service was restored
in about 2'-z hours.-- The service men
have made calls to several homes to
turn the water off where the pipes have
frozen, officials slid.
The service department of South
Central Bell Telephone Company said
as yet no major, trouble has been
reported in the lines; but said the
circuits are overloaded with so many
persons at home making calls. Officials
said for the persons to just be patient
and wait for the dial tone. .
-- The West Kentucky Rural Telephone
- Coop reported this morning that no
major trouble calls had been reported.
but streAsed for caller's to wait patiently
for. thedial tone. . . ...-
Lester Nanny, Murray Postmaster,
said the rural and city mail carriers
, covered about 90 per cent of their routes
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TVA Calls For
Curtailments
KAlf)XVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The . for baths and laundry, to avoid using
electric dryers and to limit cooking.'-"Tennessee Valley Authority has called -
for major power curtailments by "If electricity cannot be reduced
residential customers, saying the bitter enough by voluntary action, in-
cold weather and maintenance of terruption of services in some areas
generating units have strapped the
utility's capacity.
"The TVA power system is facingthe
most severe test it has ever faced,"
said spokesman Lee S. Sheppeard, as
he asked- customers to lower ther-
mostats to 65 degreesatutlimit cooking
nd washing. Also oat of service was one of three,a - .
nuclear .units at the Browns Ferry"TVA is making an urgent appeal to
all power consumers in the Tennessee -.nuclear power plant in Alabama.
Valley to reduce their use of electricity Sheppeard said-the authority hoped to
as much as possible from the hours of .6- have two of the four units operating this
- a. m. until .noon Tuesday," Sheppard morning, but gave no gilarantees.
• said. He added that TVA is purchasing as
much power as possible from neigh-He said businesses and industries
boriitg systems, but said they also arewith interruptable service contracts
facing peak !demands .because ciethealready have- had the- niterrupted
portion of their electricity ,cut off. weather.
Overall voltage on the system will-be
reduced five per cent, he said.
Officials said TVA ,expeeted a power Kentucky
load today of nearly 23 million
kilowatts, nearly 2.5 million kilowatts c
higher than last winter's peak and 
•
about two million more than a record
set-Monday.
-With enough reduction from Vacation'voluntary action, TVA will be able to
, -maintain. an uninterrupted,supply--Of. ,
Bina' iso-ifi—wPtesspiwer for essential services until the -
Kentucky's . normally --weather warms up or until generating demBefate----,;- -CHARING THE .WAV—A road grader was hard - at work'winter climate apparently., iies.tak_ri-a_______deA' 
_
-*nits out of service can be brought back hog the stre_elon the campus of Murray State University.on line;" Sheppeard said. . holiday further soutt44.1?ifeldtarg-,
Bluegrass Wrens like L svffra-ruiTVA is asking all residential
L,exington looking suspiciously like •customers to turn off all lights, ap-
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, January .11:1917
Orifices and electrical equipment not
absolutely needed, to turn thermostats
down to .65 degrees and to turn off heat
in rooms not being used. •
The authority also asked customers















Clear and very cold tonight and
Wednesday. Lows tonight from zero to
five below zero. Highs Wednesday in
the low to mid 20s. Winds becoming
light and variable tonight. Chance ig
precipitation 10 per cent tonight and
Wednesday.
may be unavoidable,'!Sheppeard said. -
TVA-s4.said.,„ three of its largest coal-
fired genOnititiiiitis — at Bull Run in
east Terinesiee, Paradise in west
Kentucky and Widows Creek in north





AFL-C10 Officials Charge Carter WithFargo and Pocatello. 
• • •
to deep snow drifts and sub-zero
temperatures, compliments of a
weekend storm that dumped up to a foot .
of snow in some areas of the state.
  Dundee in Ohio County_ recorded the
lowest overflight temperature -at 24
below zero, the National Weather
Service said. Temperatures felt to 12
below zero in Paducah, nine below in
Covington and Fort Knox, eight below -
in Louisville, seven below in Lexington,"
and five below in Bowling Green. Each
reporting station in Kentucky reported
temperatures below zero.
The Louisville reading tied a record
-low for the date set in 1886. .
- That latest storm, the third to wrack -
the state in less than a week-Virtually
brought the state to its knees. Almost
all schools were closed Monday, as
were many businesses and governments
offices, and many didn't bother to try it
again today. ,
Just when-the state was hoping for a
hit of relief, the National Weather
Service issued a forecast that includes
the chance of more snow on Wednesday
and freezing temperatures through
Friday.
ROAD WORK—Workers from the Murray City,Street'Department were on
*e job Monday, throwing cinders on the \hill on Fourth Street1 near Main.
Roads remain treacherous today throughout the city and especially the
secondary roads in the county. Many organizations cancelled activities today,
All mail trucks coming into Murray
arrived today, and Nanny said the mail
carriers will continue to deliver the
on Monday; and that all of them have
'left this morning to try to cover the.
routes as much as-possible: — . .• - •..Offieials at the Ryan Milk Company
said all the route men and the trucks
-were out today on their -mutes to deliver
and pick up the milk at the homes and
-the dairy farms in the area
- The calliiWay County -Priblic. Library
opened today-at-noon arid Will be oPerr -
until five p m. for service to the publ..
'according tO library officials. .The





snowball fight in_ Parts Tenn.,..
Sunday afternoon resulted in he death
Of a Paris 1,yerffan, -Mrs. Robbie Arm-
strong, about 30, acffrding to Pari
fioii.ee Chief lift-ilard Dunlafr-, • .
Chief . Dunlap Said Kenny Upchurch,
of 3B WashingtorrCourt.s. Paris,
being held,.14,1thoiit bond on a, first
degree tourtier Charge. ...Yirs '
Atrong_veas shot in th side sith a .2k
caliber autemalit Dunlap;said.
The incident apparently grew out 'of a -,
heated discussion during a snowball ,„
Jight, the police chief




• The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
held its holiday paity -on
Thursday, December 16, at
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
The group sang carols and
.exchanged gifts. • Members
contributed presents to be sent
. to patients at -Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
In charge of arrangements
for the December meeting
were Betty Vinson, chairman,
Annie Nance, and Marjorie
Dunn.
SAUCE AIRCKENING






, Baby Boy Johnson (mother
Gloria), 1911 Westwood,
Murray, Baby Girl Boggess*
(mother Della), 1706 Magnolia
Dr., Murray, Bab11
Sullivan (mother Deborah),
Rt. 1, Water Valley.
DISMISSALS
Bryne H. McKinney, Rt. 3,
Box 45-A, Murray, Mrs. -J.
Jerline Westerman, 819 So.
4th., Murray, Mrs. Mildred
Guthrie, Box 23, Hazel; Ricky_
R. Cherry, Rt. 6, Box 77,
Murray, Roger D. Melton, 515
So. 7th., Murray, Steven D.
or roux mixture used., 114L-.Dindert, Rt. 4, Murray, Miss
thickening liquids. Work Teresa M. Ferguson, Box 20,
softened butter with half as New Concord Mrs Christine
much flour into a paste on a 
, .
Key, 1718 'Holiday Dr.,
plate with a fork and add in Murray, Tommy M. Key, Rt.
small pieces, away from the 2, 'Box 90, ,Parisl ,Tn., Miss
heat, to the warm mixture to aa. Kougil, itt. I, liox
be thickened. Stir, shake theL, 155
' 
Farmington, Mrs. Bar-
pan and reboil• still not thick bora B. Boom, p.4). Box 112,
enough add more as before. As Paris, Tn., Mrs. Annette
the . kneaded butter melts, it




been acclaimed a military
genius, a master of strategy,
and a • champion of
nationalism. He was the first
Emperor , of France, and
maybe the Obly monarch with
enough gumption (or gall) to
crown hinaself! and. . he was
fond of dining on onion soup in
the early morning. Could it
have been the soup that made
the man? 'roast pork.
Collie, Rt. 5, Benton, H. Leo
gllis, 416 No. 8th., Murray,
Mrs. Lola M. Williams, 815 So.
4th., Murray, Dowell E. Fain,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Alma L.
Patterson, Gen. Del., Hazel,
Mrs. Lillie Outland, 810 So.
9th., -Murray, Homer E.
Cohoon, 806 No. 18th., Murray,
James A. Griffith, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Mary E.
Byassee, Rt. 3, Box 14, So.
Fulton, Tn. -




























By Abigail Van Buren
1577 by Cb.cbgb T r ob‘eve-N INI•wa Syr.* Inc
REAR ABBY: A recent copy of National Wildlife
containeddstory about unding up Rattlers" in west
Texas townswan annual apparently and one that
stunned and shocked ma._ ..,.-
The article tells how ttiey p gasoline down the snake
holes to-force them to the surface. This produced 2,500
snakes last year. Here's what happened to them: -
'Coiled snakes were putted like golf bads: Large snakes
were 'juggled,' or tossed 20 feet into the air, then caught
by the tail as they plummeted toward the cernent floor.
Some snakes were tossed the full length-of the 30-foot
enclosure...where they landed with a crunch." ,
The snakes are neither fed nor watered even though
they may be kept for days or weeks.
The writer of the article said, "It's not easy to feel sorry
for poisonous snakes. But I witnessed the Big Spring
round-up from start to finish, and by the. time the last skin
had been stripped from the last withering carcass, my
sympathies were entirely with the. reptiles."
I'm from New Hampshire, and our wildlife is something
to be treasured, not to be used in this horrible !banner. If
the general public knew about this kind of torture, I wonder
whether they would stand for it.
E.M.P.
DEAR E.M.P.: I'm told that of 2,400 kinds of shakes
known to man, eight out of 100 are dangerous to man.
Under certain conditions, the dangerous reptiles include
the rattler. I'm told also that poisonous snakes are also
helpful-killing rats, mice and other rodents that destroy
crops.
Assuming the "rattler roundup" has a practical purpose,
why it is celebrated in a carnival spirit escapes me.
DEAR ABBY: Our widowed daughter, approaching 50,
recently remarriedand moved halfway across the country.
When we •Msited`lier recently, I notited -only two pair of
pajams in the laundry and none in their drawers.
• Doesn't it strike you as odd, if not improper,' for
middle-aged people to wear night clothes only when they
hae guests? • SHOCKED
DEAR SHOCKED: What people wear (or don't wear) to
bed is between them. The only impropriety I see here is
your concern about something that shouldn't cpncern you.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LOST HEW': I am not surprised.
One of the biggest mistakes a girl can make is to start
"improving" a guy after the second date. -
If the romance is going to amount to something, save all
those loving criticisms for later. They'll keep. At the
beginning, loveiiim the way he is. or look for someone else





Group IV of First Christian
Church CWF wiPbmeet at the
home of Mr ',el Fleming,
1005 We- et.ce, at 71-30 p.m.
with--Mrs.13avld Roos to give
the program.
Bible Study Group will Meet
in the home of Mrs. William
Van Meter, 1710 Farmer, at
745 p.m.
Freed-Hardeman College
Associates will meet at the
University Church of Christ
Annex at seven p. m. All in-
terested .ladies are welcome:
Martins .Chapel United_
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. ra.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 OES will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m..
Murray TOPcixealub will'
meet at tcanc_!...11 Center at
seven p. m.
Murray High School Band
Boosters will --meet at the
Murray High hand room at
7:30 p:m.
Meeting of Murray Alumni
SAI Chapter at the home of
Mrs. Larrie Clark is can-
celled.
Wedding Planned
Ifiss Rhantla Jean -Wants
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Adams of Murray Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Rhonda Jean, to Stanley Arnold-Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Anderson of Murray Route Four:
The bride-elect will be a 1977 graduate of Calloway County
High School. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ham Adams
and the late Columbus Adams, and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Gup-
ton. She is the great granddaughter of Mrs. Bettye Bridges and
the late Vergil Bridges.
•• Mr. Anderson is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed at Tecumseh Products Cormny,
Paris, Tenn. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Badus
Anderson and the late Mr. and Mrs.
- The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, February 5-, at
sesen.p.m. at.the. West Fork Baptist Church, Stella, with the
Rev. Jerry Lee performing the ceremony. A receptioa_will
follow the ceremony at the church.
No formal invitsitions will be sent and all friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend the -wedding and
the reception.
Lunch for senior citizens is
scheduled to be served at the
North Second Street Com-
munity Center at twelve roon.
Crafts and arts will follow.
Donation requested for meal.
Bowling at Corvette Lanes




Methodist Church Women will




will meet at-sevOrp.M. -with
Dr. Willard Ails as-speaker.
A public meeting, sponsored
by the,Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association, for those in-
terested in opposing the sale of
alcoholic beverages will be
held a. the Calloway County
Court House at seven p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92'
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Chapter No. 50 of
--A-Royal and Select Masters- will
be held at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 p.m.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray




meeting postponed until )/. /Merest To
January la.
• 
New Concord Homemakers Senior
Club will meet with Mrs. Effie




Club will meet at ten a.m. at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Sunshine friend
gifts will be exchanged. -
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
with Justine Story.
Murray 'Open oupliCate
Bridge Club will Meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Special Trip 'T.1)
Held In tehraan
A special trip to New
Orleans, La., and points of
interest in Florida is planned
for the Senior Citizens starting
Friday, February 4.
Any one interested in




 Frances Drake —
FOR 'WEDNESDAY JANUARY 12, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
A splendid day for clearing
away recent differences which,
If allowed to crystallize, could
become real problems. A bit of
frank talk could do the trick.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 2/)' NW'
Unexpected complications
may call for a sadden ctninge th-
e business program but, in
making it, rely on your own
judgment - not that of others.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11.4511-
If a "good" idea backfired,
don't be discouraged. Look into
the possible reasons - and
make a new start. No good idea
or effort is ever a total loss.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 23)
As with Aries, this is a day for
frankness. Hashing things over
with superiors and or
associates could prove ex-
- 'ciritionally proflUble.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 6/244ik
Your best stock in trade -
salesmanship - gets a boost
from friendly solar influences.
Now's the time to display your
wares - and yourself - with as
much showmanship as you can
muster.
VIRGO
lAug. 24 to Sept. 23)
New opportunities indicated
in many fields - but especially
where maletary interests are
concerned. A splendid time for
consolidating- your position in
this respect.
LIBRA •
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Devoid of planetary en-
couragement now, you may
tend to feel lost. Butvilsiet.
Instead, accelerate, reactivate
yourinterests, and you will land
m safe shores.
SCORPIO -ft, lite_
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "vehr
Some opposition, but also
plenty of smooth sailing if you
are ready to pitch in and set




( Nov. 23 to-Dec. 21) )600
Restrain yourself, no matter
how strong .the urge to take
direct action becomes. This is a
day for planning - not for in-
volvement in complex situa-
_tont.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 32 to Jan. 20) V
Collaborate on a program
with associates who have athed
interests and principles. Some
excellent ideas could result
from a "meeting ofintnthrt"
AQUARIUS -
( Jan., 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar influences mild, yet
you can have a successful day.
Taboo wild schemes, daring
ventures. There's a tendency
toward recklessness now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some persons may react in a
manner not fully anticipated.
Do not let this throw you off
balance or ruin your, innately
serene disposition.
YOU.„RORN TODAY are
endowed with a high order of-
intelligence and usually like to
maxis*e only with those whe-
are on your same intellectual
level; can be aloof, if dealing
with so-called "lesser lights."
Try to curb this trait since you
could lose many friendships
which you would truly enjoy if
not so patronizing. You are
highly versatile and could excel
in almost any field of your
choice, but would probably be





Mr. and Mrs. Tau, David
Mathis of Milton, Va. an-
nonce the birth of a baby girt,
Deena Marie, weighing seven
pounds 10 ounces, born
Thursday, December 30 at
11:28 p.m. at the Naval
Aerospace & Regional
Medical Center in Pensacola,
Florida.
The Matthis' have another
daughter, Karla, age 19
months.
'Both parents are enlisted in
the U.S. Navy. Mrs:Itatthts is
the former LuAnn Seaford of
Murray. •
Grandparents are Mrs.
Arlene Seaford of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mathis
of Kindeq, Louisiana. Great-
grandparents locally are Mr.
and Mrs. Harley Cloys of
Farmington. •
VANCE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Vance
of Murray Route Eight are the
parents of a baby girj,
Betbany Celesta, weighing
nine pounds and measuring
twenty inches, _horn on
Wednesday, January 5, at 4:04
a.m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. •
They have one son, Tommy,
Jr„ age six. The father is
owner of Tommy's Equipment
at Mayfield. -
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. R. M. Vance. of
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Harrell of Murray
Route Eight. Maternal great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Harrell of Murray
Route Eight and Mrs. Elsie
Hendon of Murray.
NOW AT HOME
Mrs. Fred Wickoff has
returned home after a visit
with her granddaughter-in-
law, Mrs. Norman Hopson and
children of St. Louis, Mo. She
also visited Mrs. Rodney
Stuffe of Bonhart, Mo., and
Mrs. Louise Crass of
Hillsboro, Mo. The family
rented a hall at Florissant,
Mo., for a holiday party. Mrs.
Wickoff said she really en-
joyed it even though** was
80 years of age. ,
MAKE TOUR
Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Williams returned home
Thursday after a ten days tour-.










































Visit Our New Gift Shop For




















To Marry In March
Ifiss Lisa Carol Ilengniel
and James R.aies
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. McDaniel Of 1655 Ryan Avenue,
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their youngest daughter; Lisa Carol to James R. Yates, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey E. Yates, Sr. of Louisville.
The bride-elect finished her -academicrequirementS at
Murray High School in December and will graduate with the
class of 1977. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Henry Hopkins,
and the late Mr. Hopkins, and Mrs. Chester McDaniel and the
late Mr. McDaniel, both of Murray..
Mr. Yates is a 1975 graduate of Murray Higb.Schoid. and is
presently a sophomore at Murray State University where he is
majoring in Electrical Engineering Technology. His Maternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Olin Usrey of Clarendon,
Texas, and his paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Yates of Pilot Oak.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, March 12, at
one p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will
follow immediately in the church fellowship hall.
TITtitrelt -of -4.0serrInettititela fiesSenViefirii@ritVikt-- '-
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The snow of the first of the
week was only a atuglIone. but
it added-to the moisture-to-the--
ground:n-6..1A ii-Very-dry-, -
and it makes it hard for plants
to survive the rigor of near
zero temperatures. Rain is in
the forecast, and I hope before
this gets in print we will have
had some showers.
Experts and semi-experts
-said we would have -a cold 
winterand I am beginning- to
believe it is true. January and
February are our worst
months, so we will try to
survive until March.
In looking through the
catalogs, I find so many
novelties for indoor planting
Such things as the
Resurrection plant, which is a
little wad of tightly closed
brown twings, but when put in
a bowl of watereopens up into
a big spray of greenery. There
are air plants, just pin a leaf
on the curtain d grows
without nyt bein done
to it.
Have yoi seen the Rabbits
foot fern? The rhaomes hang
out over the edge of the, pot
and look exactly like a rabbits-
foot. Then there is the Green
Amaryllis. The blossom is a
lime green. So. if you would
like to have something dif-
ferent, there are marty items
to choose from.
Antiliteibms are- being__
zdeveloped in miniature. They
are the plants with blooms like
patent leather, so-shiny and •
red, and are native-of Hawaii.-
Have you ever raised any
CACTI? I am always tempted
to try some. They come in
many sizes and shape, and all
of the blossoms are gorgeous.
- like to make a- *
Terrarium? You can buy
plants Of-the proper..siza and
manner of growth to flourish
under glass. Almost any-clear
'glass container will do. A big
bowl, a brandy snifter, or you
can buy a J.: container madejiist
for that purpose. There are so
many things you can do in the
house during  the winter
menthi when you can't-get,
outdoors.
Basically, I am not an in-
door gardener. I like to be
. outdoors where.! can wield a
hoe: I have often said I-could
work off any frustration with a
a pitch of weeds and a hoe. But
so many folks enjoy petted •
plants, and there is certainly
no dearth of prefty and
unusual tings to choose from.
- During the snow. the _birds •
need your help. Don't forget to
put out seed for them-. It-will
-give you pleasure to watch -
them snjoy your handout
Mrs. Bettye Baker, right, was recently presented a
plaque by the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Woodmen of
the World, naming her Ideal Sorority Sister for 1976.
Presenting the plaque is Ideal Sorority Sister for 1975,
Mrs. Ann Spann. Mrs. Baker is the wife of Robert Baker
and they live at Murray Route Two with their four
children Kim, Steve, Jim and Melissa Jo. Mrs. Baker is
secretary to Dr. foe Prince, Dean, College of Creative
pression, Murray State University, a ..meniber.# the
National- Secretaries Association where she held the,of-
fice of president- 1975-76 and was selected as Secretary
of the Year - 197s. She is also a member of the PTC and
Goshen United Methodist Church.
Beat the rising costt•
_oilMngby rising
newspaper coupons.
An average Week ,of neWspaper coupons is
about S16.14, ibis amount -for 52 weeks is
Arid remember other specials without
coupons represent -a great saVings. Subserilx!
; - -
THE MURRAIllEDGER & TIMES
mid realize the great sin ings each week.





Walter L. Apperson, publisher
e Murray Ledger_& Tim,' es
Pvt)lished By t ,
R. Gene McCutcheon, editorNICIt RAY NEWSPAPERS. Inc,
(;uest, Editorial•
Essex ,Kids Don't
. Panic Without TV
Buffalo Evening News
W-e know a few people who
never watch TV — but a whole
town? That's the case in Essex,
('alif., whose -50 residents are
permanently blacked out. The
nearest TV station is in Las
Vegas, Nev., 110 miles away, but
the signal is blocked by the
mountains.
This oddity creates a sociolog-
ic al p-henom enon Everyone
agrees that television has had
far-reaching effects cm our soci-
ety, but in Essex, Calif., this has
not occurred, and so we have
here, in effect, a tiny bit of the
America of the 1940s. Many
questions arise, such as, what do
people do with their time?
A highway. maintenance work-
Letter To The Editor
er says that, with no TV, he goes
out and mikes more friends. The
local teacher says: "Kids are
forced to talk with their parents.
You just can't sit in front of the
TV and stare."
How about entertainment?
One popular diversion on a Sun-
day afternoon is roaming around
the brush country with Jeeps.
Children play at being truck
drivjeu, sending each other mes-
sages on imaginary.. CB Adios.
' And how will all these kids
turn out when they grow up?
Maybe like the middle-aged
folks of today who grew up be-
fore the late 1940s, and they




Permit me to start the New Year by
writing to your paper. During the busy
holidIP days I didn't keep up With
letters to you; but I did read the good
truths expressed by Rev. Roos and then
comments against it.
I certainly do agree with Dr. Roos in
speaking out on the subject of sexual
sins of adultry and fornication, which
are so prevalent as to become a way of
life. Even though lying and other sins,
are black in God's sight and shotildbe-
-preaehed—against74- they arc---not
destroying our homes and affecting
their thildreh so inuch: Ezekiel 3:17-19
and 33:7-9 tells us of how important it is
to warn people of their sins. Althoegh
this As to ministers in particular, I
believe it speaks to all Christians to
preach by examples of Christ-like lives
and by words of warning at--tines.
When we are redeemed by the blood -of
Jesus and ask Him-to control our lives,
we really want to get the good news of
_Salvation out to others. "
I'm glad we'can be happy and hopeful
in Christ, even though many things
around-might not look so hopeful, as we
enter 1977. I love Rom. 15:13, "Now
maythe God of hope fill you with All joy
and peace in believing, that ye may
abound in hope through,the power of the
Holy Ghost."
I'd like to share what I think is a good
recipe from Phillipians 4. Paul is ad-
- monishing us to rejoice always for the
Lord is at hand. When we pray, we are
to make our requests known with
thanks_givin_g_._ Then _ just simply let
God's peace keep our hearts and minds
through_ Christ Jesus. Yes, our tr.,i,inds
are one of the problems, so Paul speaks
-especially about minds thinking upon
things just, pure, honest, lovely and of
good report.
Wouldn't .we be much better
physically if we didn't think of ,the
terrible things that might happen to us?
Or be so fearful of things of wickedness
instead of trusting in a great heavenly
Father? If we have difficulty con-
vincing ourselves to even try ac-
complishing something, think of verse
13.. can do all things through Christ,
. who strcnOtiens me.: Then lastly,
Bible Thought
Therefore whosoever h e a r et h
these sayings of mine, and doeth
them is like a wise man . . . Mat-
thew 6:24.
Build on the solid rock of Christ's
gospel. The foundation is sore.
when we are„fearful of needs not being
supplied, think of verse 19.. "My God
shall supply all your needs." Living by
this recipe, we can expect-a good year.
Just thinking positiVely — turning our
backs on the negative — certainly will
help to make life better. Try it and see.







Capt. Harold R. Wilkins, son of Mr.
and Mrs: Howard Wilkins of Mtray,
has been awarded two Bronze Stirs
while serving with the United States
Army in Vietnam.
Cadet Marcus Hayes of Murray has
been named as "Cadet of the Week"
. from the 2nd Battalion, ROTC Brigade,
Murray State University, according to
Colonel Lance---E. Booth._professor of
military science atiVLSU. .
Death e reported include Joe Clifford
Davis and Luther Maness.
New officers of the Murray Kiwams
Club are _Maurice Humphrey, Robert
Billington, Arlie Scott, and John
Faxon- beat Hazel and New Concord
beat kirksey in the first round of the
Calloway County Grade School
Basketball Tournament at Jeffrey
gYrn- •
20 Years Ago
Roman Prydatkevytch will appear as
violin-soloist with the Murray Training
School Orchestra on January 14. He is a
member of the faculty of the Music
Department of Murray State Univer-
sity__
.The United Fund Drive has collected
a total of $19,548.81 toward the goal of
820,50(1 according to M. C. Ellis.
Rev. Paul T. Lyles, minister of the
First Methodist Church here, is
representing the Memphis Annual
Conference at a joint meeting of the
General Conference Commission on
Higher Education and the National
AsSociation of Schools- and Colleges of
the Methodist Church.
Murray State Racers beat Tennessee
Tech 78 to 67 in a basketball game here.
Sullins got 22 and Darnell got 20 for
Murray State.
Pork sausage is advertised at three
pounds for $1.00 in the ad for the Kroger
Company this week.
The if litIN IICWSpdipq .1.fiN1044 belici, that to Iona
thr +WO, will/ 1.41,1144 1.4 UM' fres akinanu•-ol ditlx!ring
then oisor who do not agree YLIth an editorial siand or
"pinto, et ter. to thy editor in reSIX.11.m. to editgirLds
Artik les ariiaincouraged
phihsooi., ,rf this runs stiaper would be dl,tierl It .• our reader,
ethe kir, presentd tn aq Individual wider kr 3 k oltonnistO respond
,ji, it.. Ilk' tkIrtk War issue being dis, ussiot
o les' to those which parrallel the
• 
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Garrott's Galley 4
Nothing Like A Big Snow
To Get A Fellow Frustrated
By M. C. Girrott -
What is more appropriate to write
about today than Sunday's big snow?
I suppose I am the most frustrated of
men %Oen it comes to big snows. I love
them, and, -yet, I hate them. There is
nothihg more beautiful And more '
peaceful to me than a heavy snowfall —
especially at night. One of the most
relaxing and heart-warming things
have found is to walk in the snow siftlt
itis coming down.
Take a full moon on a heavy snowfall
in an undisturbed area. That to me is
jusf ut-OrieThiThe most beautiful and
serene sights you can experience.
I recall one evening while we were
living in Morehead. Cathryn and I had
been invited to dinner party. The day
of the Party about 10 inches of snow fell.
It was one of 15 big snows we had the
one winter we lived up there in the
mountains.
Our hosts didn't live too far from us
up iine of theliollOws among which most
of the Moreheadians live, so rather than
trying to negotiate the steep hill upon
which we lived dn thereturn trip, we
just bundled up and walked, leaving the
,car at home.
We certainly saw God's handiwork
that night! Many tines since, we have
recalled the beauty of the moonlight on
the snow, the serenity of the valley and
the stillness of the night.
+++
It is good to relish the beauty of the
snow, but I must be honest and admit
that as soon as it quits falling and folks
start messing it up, I _hate it..Nothing is
more messy than melting snow dirtied
by cinders, ashes and salt. - -
To be even more honest, I believe I
could live the rest of my life without
ever 'seeinganother snowflake 'without
any great remorse. The underlying
reason, I suppose, that I feel this way
stems from our years in St. Louis. I
•hearkfollcs hope remark every time We
have a snow of any consequence, "Oh,
they don't know how to cope with a big
snow here in Murray like they do in the
cities." .
I've got news for these folks. They
don't know how to cope with them in the
cities, ei .-A
big city just about as much as it will a
little One, if not more so.
+++
My office was about 20 miles from my
home—all city driving — and if the late
news warned of snow, we would sleep
fitfully, knowing what an ordeal it
would be to get to work the next mor-
ning if it did come a good one — and it
generally did.
There were six of us in our ride group.
and we took turns driving the 40 or so
miles rouncttrip from day To day. On
"snow days" we would leave as early
as 6 a.m. trying to get to the office by 8,
and most of the time we wouldn't make
it before 10. They would sometimes let
us leave at 3 p.m. and it would be 7 or 8
at night before we all wouli get horne.
There would be cars slipping and
sliding all over the place- on the hills.
Everybody would get out and help push
them up and over — one by one — until
it would be our turn. Then it would be
the same thing again a little further on.
I recall one fellow falling while doing
this and breaking firsleg. ThIY had to
take him to the hospital on a wrecker.
There was no way an ambulance could
get to him.
We've had only one or two big snows
like the one of the past weekend since
we've been in Murray, but it is no
longer necessary for me to go through
that ordeal in order to get to work and
"He's beginning to smile and take nourishme.ni."
— _
beet( home again.
just pull on my boots and mush off,
walking to work or anywhere else in
town I want to go. It's a good feeling.
• • .+++
Baptists aren't generally known for
cancelling services" at the first
snowflake or raindrop, but Sunday's big
snow caused the congregation at our
church — First Baptist of Murray — to
vote to cancel the Sunday evening
service.
With the snow coming down in
blankets outside, Dr. Bill Whitaker, the
pastor, ts -have been a nundreader
as he looked out over the sparsely-filled
sanctuary. More than a few were
silently praying for a short sermon.
, He said the circumstances reminded
him of the story of the preacher who
preached for more than an hour
although only a handful of the faithful
were in the pews. Afterwards someone
complained to him about the length of
the settnon to which he replied that he
had prepared it and felt led to deliver it
in its entirety.
"Yeah, I know, preacher," one
elderly member of the flock geumbled,
but when I call the cows and only three
or four come up, I don't dump the whole
load of hay!"
Brother Bill, as we affectionately call
him, didn't "dump the whole load" on
ue Sunday, but he did keep us around
long enough to stick us rather sharply
with three or four points of his sermon's'
pitchfork before sending Us home early.
Today
History,
By The Associated Press
_ Today is. Tuesday, Jan. 11, the 11th
day of 1971. There are 354 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1943,. _during World
War II, the United States and Britain
relinquished extraterritorial rights in
China.
Ii 1569, the first, lottery in England
was drawn in St. Paul's Cathedral
under the patronage of Queen-Elizabeth
In 1788, a band of colonists set out for
Ohio from Hartford, Conn.
In 1861, Alabama seceded from the
Union. '
In 1962, an avalanche buried a village
in the Andes in Peru, and 3,000 people
were reported killed.
In 1964, Panama suspended
diplomatic reluttions with the United
States after clashes between
Panamanian students and American
troops in the Panama Canal Zone.
In 1970, in Nigeria, the 32-month-old
secessionist Biafran regime collapsed
under onslaughts by the Nigerian
central government.
Ten years ago: Congress indicated it
would nbt act quickly on a 6 per cent tax
surcharge proposed by President
Lyndon Johnson to help finance the
Vietnam War:
Five years ago: Israeli troops moved
into' southern Lebanon at* blew up
houses in two retaliation raids against
Arab guerrillas.
One year ago: President Rodriguez
Lara of Ecuador was ousted in a coup.
Today's birthdays: Writer Alan
Paton is 74. Actress Eva Le Gaillienne
is 78.
Thought for today: Politicians are of








Murray Ledger & Times Editor
If the cost of coffee has you looking
for a substitute, gourmets in Wenat-
chee, Wash., suggest 'trying a cup of
steaming, freshly brewed figs, dan-
delions or chicory, according to the
Associated Press.
Figs, oven-dried and ground, make a
ftne alternative for cella boycotters,
said Michael -Farano, who does a
teleVisioatookingshow. . .
"I defy anyone to taste the dif-
ference," he said, adding that figs cost
only 55 cents a pound.
Farano said chicory also makes a
good coffee substitute. Some people use
the herb as a coffee extender after
drying and roasting he said.
Loma Yeager, a Wenatchee
homemaker, said drying and roasting
dandelion roots produces an acceptable
mock coffee.
If the thought of waking to a cup of
weeds doesn't appeal to you, she has a
recipe, taken from an 1894 cookbook,
for a option called "prairie coffee." It's
a concoction of cornmeal, molasses,
flour, salt and water. that is cut into
cakes, dried and roasted dark brown. _
0+0
Practically anything hot and
steaming would have tasted good this
morhing after we saw the minus eight
degree F) temperature registered on
the Bank of Murray's thermometer.
0+0
We have, some time ago, printed the
'font:ming little gem of wisdom on the
Value 'of a sinile. We're unsure of the
Source but feel- it's well worth
repeating.
A boy was struck by a broken end ot a
live wire which burned and paralyzed
one side of his face- In court, the boy'sr
lawyer asked the little fellow to turn to
the jury and smile.
He tried. One side of-his face smiled,
but the injured side just puckered up in
a _painful contortion. It took the jury
just 12 minutes to award the boy
820,000.
The amount was thus certified as the
legal value of a smile.
If a smile is worth $20,000 after we
lose it, it must be worth that much while
we still have it. But the value of a smile
is best measured in terms other than
material.
Psychiatrists say that, it takes less
effort to smile than to frown, and that
the results are far better all around.
The person who smiles gets a therapy
that eases tension and banishes worry.
At the same time, the recipient of a
smile also gets this benefit by direct
transmission and response.
„ They add that if more people smiled
rn,nre often there would, not be such a
big need for aspirin, tranquilizers and
other pain-killers.
(5+o
Having fingerprints altered by
plastic surgery only makes for sore
fingers, according to the F,BI. ,"Iden-
tifications have been made from partial
prints no larger than the end of a
pencil," a spokesman in the FBI's
- Identification Division said.
EARTUN
HEARTLLNE
IlEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write ItEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must 
,
a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 20 years of age
and the surviving Son of a deceased
veteran who died of a service-
connected disability. I received
Dependency and Indemnity Com-
pensation after age 18 while attending
college until I married. I am now
divorced. Since I am Still attending
school, can these benefits be resumed?
K. T.
ANSWER: Since January 1, 1975,
benefits may be restored if the
marriage is terminated because of
death or divorce. the benefit may be
paid between ages 13_ and 21 while
enrolled in a Veterans Administration-
approved school.
HEARTLINE: I will soon be 62 years
old. Would you suggest that I retire
early and take reduced Social Security
benefits or should I wait until I am 65 to
receive my full benefits?
ANSWER: This is a question that
- individuals mat answer themselves.
However, Heartline feels you should
consider the following factors in regard
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to your Social Security benefits:
I. If you start drawing Social Security
at 62, you are receiving three additional
years of incomefrom Social Security;
but this income would be 20 per cent
less yearly than if you waited until 65 to
begin drawing.
2. If you wait until 65 to draw Social
Security, you would receive full
benefits, but the money you lose during
the three years you did not draw &Vial-
Security will ta_ke 12 years of drawing to_
regain. This is based strictly on income
from Social Security.
'3. You must decide if a reduced Social
Sectirity rate will be sufficient to meet
your present and future monetary
nee& or if the full benefit will be
necessary. s
We also feel there are many factors
not related to Social Security you must
consider:
1. The amount of money you would
lose by leaving your present job.
2. Your present health condition.
3. Your desire to continue Working.
4. The effect early. retirement will
have on your private pension plan, if
you have one.
These are just some of the questions a
person must consider before retiring.
Since everyone's situation is different,
there will probably be additional
questions involved for you, and you are _
the only one who can answer them. You.
must weigh the answers to these
questions carefully in your-own mind,
and -then only you can make the
decision as to when to retire.
Isn't It
The Truth
There are 16 million people past 65 in
this country who, while not exactly
smacking their lips over the tart fruit of
the golden years, nevertheless acquire
a grudging taste for it because the
alternative is so undesirable.
Let's Stay Well
re-ei -Age Pregnancies Often Tragic
Q: Mrs. A.W. writes, 1 have
just witnessed a tragedy that in-
volves ari entire family,
especiallY a 14-tar-okl girt She
told her paren earlier today
that the is almost four months
pregnant and that she is uncer-
tain vAio the father is because
she has been playing around
with several boyfnends. She ad-
mitted that she was ekposed
without .any contraceptives
because she. did not knew how, to
use therm '
"When asked why She had
been intimate with these boys,
she brushed off the question
. with, 'Oh. Mother, ll my friends
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D
are having sex.
"I don't believe in abortion.
and I don't see how she can raise
a child. I talked with her parents '
about letting her have the baby
and arranging an adoption.
They have not decided
-Teaching birth control in the
schools has been difficult for me
to accept, but this case has
changed my mind."
A: You havedescribed a oust .
unfortunate-circumstance that is "
occurring all too' commonly in
families acroz the nation.
• One in every IS teen-aged girls
in' America will become preg-
,
nant within a year, and the num-
ber of pregnancies in girls under
age 15 is alartning and on the in-
crease. In fact. in Washington,
D.C.. recent reports indicated
that over. half of all pregnancies
were illegitimate.
In our homes, mam media,
literature, theater, humor and
casual conversation, sex has
become an open subiect 'that is
batted d.4tenin 1 cheap
Fashion . Little emphasis has been
placed on the respmsibilities
that are associated with sex and
how to place sex in proper rela-
tion to other activities and
-satisfactions in life
Sex education should begin. At
home. Schools, churches and
man media need to create more\
constructive programs. The •
medical proferzion can play a
leadership role in such educa-
tional efforts, including that of
birth control.
A sense of respect for self
needs to be emphasized in Seme
way so that -immediate gratifica -
holt does not readily dominate
life and cripple it irreparably, as
is probably the case of this unfor-
tunate 14-year-old girl who finds
herself pregnant
,4ss-,e1 tar thew now. Ssmkrue
•
•
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Kings Having Royal Times In
Southeastern Conference Play
By ALEX SACHARE
tP Sports Writer —
Two Kings, Reginald and
Bernard, are having a royal
time of it in Southeastern
Conference basketball play.
Reginald King scored,. 31
eN points to lead unbeaten,
fourth-ranked Alabama to its
13th victory of the season
Monday night, a 101-88
triumph otter - SEC rival
Mississippi. -
-I'm proud of our team for Armstrong hit 13 of 17 shots
winning four genies in eight from the field and Scored 28
' days," said Alabama Coach points to lead Duke over
C.M. Newton. "As tight as the Lafayette 93-77, Duke's 10th
conference race is, there Is a- straight victory after a
  luLcif...mental tirednestaLwell_aaasua.opening
physical. Our December di Mary shot 74 p_erptIrom
schedule is behind us. Instead—
, of 13-0, we'rc 1-9 in the con-
ference. That's what mat-
ters."
One reason the SEC race is
so-tig-fd is Bernard King:The
SEC scoring - leader • also
poured in 31 points Monday
night to power Tennessee to a
92-82 triumph over Florida,
boosting the Vols' record to 3-0
in the ...conference and 9-2
overall.
- -Bernard King is the. best
one-on-one player in
Americ4", Florida'. Coach
John Lotz declared. "He plays
with a lot of emotion and
enthusiasm. A lot of people
have bad-mouthed him, but I
' tell you this — I would like to
have him." -
The two Kings, who are not
related, promise.to help their_
teams • provide solid




Francisco, are 2-0 in SEC play
and 9-1 overall. They were idle
Monday night.
--Err-other- games involving
Top Twenty teams, No. 16
Arkansa trimmed Texas
Tech 60-53 and No. 18 Mem-
phis State bat Tuiane 78-64.
Alabama and Mississippi
were tied 70-70 with 11 Minutes
left, but the Crimson Tide
dominated play after that.
Iwo baskets by freshnian
Robert Scott in the final
 minute -of- play -climbed the-
victory for Alabama.
Tennessee's Ernie Grim-
fild, who edged out teammate
Bernard King for the SEC
scoring crown last season,
added 25 points for the Vols.
He hit a pair of three-point
plays at the opening of the
second half to put the Vols in
command at 44-37. The Gators
closed to within two in the late
' going but could not catch up. -
Arkensii,11 -I , jurn-PeTf -out -
to a 13-point lead over Texas
• _
The AP Top Twenty
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press cglege
baskeball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
based oh 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8,7-6-
5-4-3-2-1 :
1.San Fran 139) 17-0 1084
2.Kentucky 81 9-1 847
3. Ci narinati 451 10-0_ .. 838
4.Ala barna (1) 12-0 738
5.N.Carolina (31 10-I 688
6.Michigan (11 9-1 546
7.Wake Forest 11-1 484
8.Nev-LV 13-1 385









18.Memphis St. 13-1 50
• 19.Notre Dame 7-3 45
20.0regon 11-2 44
Tech, saw the Raiders Move
within six but then got five
points from sophomore guard
Sidney Moncrief in just four
seconds to clinch it.
James Bradley scored 22
points <, and grabbed 11
rebounds for Memphis State in
its Meteor Seven conference
win over Tulane,-which got 23
points and 20 rebounds from 6-
foot41 Jeff Cummings._ .
In other games, Tate
the floor in the second half and
beat Virginia 71-65; Joe
McCall scored 19 points and
Kevin Bast 18, including the
go-ahead basket in the final
two minutes, as Iona upSet St.
Jobn's, N.Y. 68-66, and Mike
Mitchell's 40 points carried
Auburn past Georgia 95-71.
Also, Pete Lodwick scored
23 points to tad Southern
Methodist ovlif Rice 72-61;
sophomores John Moore and
Jim Krivacs combined for 43
points to help Texas beat.
Texas Adifil 87-73, and Gary
Winton's 21 points powered
Army. 11.73.10 a 7Z-67 VvetW
win over Scranton.
Kentucky Moves Into
Number Two In Poll
By The Associated Press
.San Francisco is a.solid No.
1 but Kentucky has slipped
past Cincinnati into the No. 2
spot in this week's Associated
Press college basketball poll.
Six different teams received
first-place votes from the





Portland - and Seattle last
week, received 39 first-place
votes and a _total of. 1,084
points. The Dons had
succeeded Michigan in the top
spot last week.
-Kentucky, meanwhile,
moved up a notch in the poll,
released Monday, on the
strength of a -paii- OT
Southeastern Conference
Victories over Georgia and
Vanderbilt. The Wildcats, 9-1,
received_ eight_ first-place
votes and 847 points. •
.Cincinnati dropped to third
place despite trouncing
Temple 61-46 in its only game
last week to raise its record to
10-0. The Bearcats picked up




Louisiana State and Florida in
SEC play , _last held
fourth place with 738 points
and one first-pliCe ballot.
North Carolina, 10-1,
climbed one spot to fifth with
688 points and three No. 1
votes, while Michigan, 9-1,
was a distant, sixth with 546
points and the remaining first-
place ballot.'
Wake Forest, 11-1, climbed
from 10th to seventh with 484
points, largely on the strength
of an 86-85 overtime win over
Maryland.' Nevada-Las
Vegas,.13-1, moved from ninth
to eighth with 385 points after
winning three games last
.week.
. Completing the Top Ten




Second Ten, followed by
, UCLA, _Louisville, Maryland,
Providence,. - Arkansas,
- Clemson, Memphis State,
Notre Dame and Oregon.
Notre Dame took the biggest
drop, falling from eighth place
to 19th after losses to Prin-
ceton and Villanova last wevk.
Oregon, .which beat UCLA 61-
60 Friday, was the only




. AP Sports Writer ---
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. ( API
— Smaller schools which-
carry the-voting clout in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association only get to watch
today when the major colleges
vote on a proposal for
restructuring Division I.
They will do so with intense
interest.
"I've never felt until now
the point that the big schools
might leave the NCAA," said
Stanley J. Marshall, athletic
ciireclor at South Dakota State
University.
"We stand a very good
chance of losing _several fine
institutions if reorganization
is not approved. We will
suffer. They will not suffer.
We will suffer financially and
in prestige."
Marshall pleaded with his
fellow members of Division II
to vocally support the
reorganizaton plan, a package
of proposals that sets criteria
for membership. in Division I.
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PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
As the Oakland Raiders and
Minnesota Vikings lined up for
Super Bowl XI, in a
magnificent Rose Bowl setting
with the snow-capped San
-Gabriel Mountains is. abeek:
-drop—a reporter. ilLthe pre4s
box could not restrain his
enthusiasm.
"This must be the most
exciting moment in all
..sports," he remarked.
Three seats away, a
weatherbeaten old codger who
must have lugged' countless
typewriters up untold press
box steps for numerous events
of various description,
overheard and demurred.
"'Naw," he said. "Can't
compare with a _ big
heavyweight prize fight."
The impromptu dialogue set
off a lively discussion among
newsmen, even as the game
progressed, on what 'creates
the fastest pulse beat among a
calloused breed not easily
impressed.
The proposed criteria include
one to require the _top
classification in both football
and basketball, plus six other
-sports.
Division I basketball schools
that presently have no football
program expressed concern
Monday over the loss of votffig
rights in Division I. Such a
school could declare its intent
to comply with the criteria
and have three years to meet
the requirements, but during
that period they would be
forced to vote in Division II.
There was the possibility an
amendment would be offered
to allow schools 'to vote in
Division I matters involving
the sport in which the school
carries Division I status.
"This is basically an at-
tempt to placate the football
powers," said the Rev. Phillip
Callaghan, NCAA faculty
representative from San
Francisco. "I've heard a lot of
rhetoric about how much we
owe them, but we all pay the
same dues, don't we?"'
San Francisco does not meet
the eight-sport criteria and
would drop to Division II. The
school is ranked No. -1
nationally in The Associated-
Press college basketball poll.
-. Division II schools also will
-watch the Division I vote on
athletic scholarships based on
need. A straw vote during a
roundtable Monday shbwed
the division favors a plan
offered by Oregon .State to
provide only tuition and
mandatory fees for athletes,
who wild then apply for any
other aid on a need basis,
through the channels used by:
the nonathlete student.
Stanley Galloway, com-
missioner of the Gulf South
Conference, urged the
Division IT \members to make
certain Division I approves
aid based on the need proposal
first, -citing a 'disadvantage to
-the smaller schools if they are -
unable to compete for athletes
on the same basis as the
larger , schools -by offering
athletic grants.
The consensus: No sports
event createwspar,ks to match
those that occur moments
before two outstanding
heavyweights enter the rips,
for a title fight. At the same
time, it was agreed, there is no
-general *orb spectacle that
can bring lumps into the
throat.LoLitiOng men like the
opening and closing pageantry
of an Olympic Games.
-The tension before the first
Muhammad Ali-Joe-Frazier
fight ... I can think of nothing
in my lifetime to match it," a
fiftyish man observed. "I am
sure it must have been the
same when Dempsey went
against Tunney, Louis against
Schmeling, Rocky Mercian°
against Jersey Joe Waken."
Down on the chalk-lined
grass, the Raiders reversed
an early bad break and
stormed to a .16-0 lead .at
halftime. Interest spewed
.from the massive stadium like
air from one' of the colorful
balloons.
A man from New Orleans,
Baseball's Winter Draft
Being Held In New York
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
than who will niake the NO: 1
pick in today's free agent
draft thinks baseball should
put the winter selections in
cold steragg.- . _ _
"I, for one, question the
wisdom of having a winter
draft," said Danny Menendez,
the director of &voting for the
Montreal Expos, "The talent
in the winter drat just doesn't
compare with the June draft.
"I think we would save a lot-
of time and effort if we just
combined the two drafts into
one June draft."
The Expos will get the first
pick in the winter draft_
because they finished last last
season.
For the .Expos. the loss..
really doesn't turn into much
of a gain.
"It wil_not be a strong
draft," said Menendez.
"Historically and talent-wise,
the January draft is never as
strong as the June draft."
Menendez' fellow talent
hunters agree with his
assessment.
"This is the worst January
draft we've ever had," said
one scouting chief."
"It's a real low-quality
draft," _said another scout.
"There's no outstanding boy
in the whole bench." .
In the past, teams have
come up with. some January
plums, like Tom Seaver,
Carlton Fisk, Chris Chambliss
and Garry Maddox But the
consensus of the scouts is that
the best prospects won't be
available until June, when
their classes graduate high
school or they are between
school years in college.
"There are' Usually one or
two prime kids who drop out of
school," sighed one scout.
"But the best kids now seem to
be staying in school — at least
until June."
Menendez wouldn't reveal
the Expos' first pick.
"It would, not be a prudent
approach," he said.
"Revealing our choices would
alert every agent in America.-
The kids would be flooded with
every legitimate and
illegitimate agent around."
Whether scouts favor the
winter draft or not, baseball's
system of replenishing its
talent is hanging by a legal
thread. •
A federal court has ruled
that the football draft vidlates
the antitrust ii;vs becadse it
severely restr a player's
freemarket potential. .
Baseball's draft would
receive the same treatment
from the courts, but for a 1922
Supreme Court decision that
gave the national pastime
Immunity from the antitrust
laws.
The high court has .said
several times Since.1922 that if
baseball's unique exemption
should be ended, Congress
Isheuld-elo-it:. Last week, the
iIuié -Seed "tOtiiiiiltfee-611—
Sports approved a staff report
which said it does not believe
baseball should have an en-
ter:1,1-st immwaity, adding that
a successor panel in the new
,Congress should continue to
study the subject.
again steered the con-
versation away from the
year's premier pro football
extravaganza.
, "I've never been moved by
anything as much as at
Belmont in 1973 when
Secretariat turned int° Abe
home stretch with a 31-length
lead for his Triple Crown," he
SO--
stunned there wasn't a sound
for several seconds. Then
came this deafening roar."
A championship pro football
game, with all its attendant
fanfare, can be exciting. At
the same time, it can be a dud
• — as in the case of most Super
Bowls where teams have-been
overly cautious.
Gakland's easy victory over
Minnesota did not fall into that
category. The overpowering
dominance by the Raiders Was
enough to stir the most cynical
soul.
The Super Bowl, by its very
nature, isn't able to produce
the warm, personal at,
tactunent that comes from a
baseball World Series or, for




— even to the Millions Wat-
ching on TV. Viewers see Luis
Tiant chew, spit and exude
large beads of sweat. They see
a batter's muscles tense up
and his eyes scan an outfield
TheY" Shire theenielien.
Football players are held in
isolation. On the field, their
faces are covered with
helmet's 'and masks. Their
emotion isn't seen. They
become little more than
pawns on a plastic board.
I Morehead State Dumps
Austin Peay 64 To 60
By The Associated Press
Morehead State has made it
official: Austin Peay will have
to work to win the Ohio Valley
Conference basketball title.
Heavily favored Austin
Peay, the only league club to
enjoy marked success last
month, opened conference
play last weekend by edging
Eastern Kentucky, but ran
" afoul of Morehead 64-60
Tuesday night.
Guard Herbie Stamper,
playing his customary role as
scoundrel, icored 20 points
to end Austin Peay's im-
mediate hones of walk to the
OVC title.
The Eagles, who suffered a
4-4 preseason, are 2-41in league
games while Austin Peay
slipped to 19-2 and 1-1.
AUstIn Peay'-was-within two
points on-Six occasions in the
second half before Morehead
raced to a 58-49 edge with 8:29
to play. Austin Peay rallied
within 62-410'''bef ore Stamper
capped his performance with
a pair of free throws with two
seconds to play.
In other games involving
Kentucky schools, Murray
edged Eastern ICentticky 71-




Cumberland dropped a 97-68
verdict to Lincoln Memorial.
Jimmy Warren scored 19
points_and Mike-Muff  added  17
as Murray, 9-4 and 1-1,
overcame a pair of eight-point
deficits in winning its first
OVC test.
Murray had to withstand a
final Eastern assault when
Tyrone Jones hit a pair of free
throws to draw the Colonels
within one and then had a
basket at the buzzer
disallowed when the 'officials
ruled the shot ,was launched
after the game ended.
Ken Elliott had 21 points for
Eastern Kentucky.
East Tennessee killed a
Western Kentucky comeback,
with' an eight point second half
run that pinned a second
consecutive league defeat on
the defending MC cham-
pions:
Western, 3-8 overall, fought
within 59-57 with 2:52 left, but
East Tennessee got four free
throws and a basket from
Charlie Stuart while raging to
a safe 67-57 lead with seconds
left in the game.
Bob Brown had 20 points and
Stuart 14 for Era Tennessee,
5-7 and 1-1, while Mike Prince
had 19 for Western.
-
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)'
— The Oregon State-
University of Tennessee
football game Oct. 1 has been
switched from Memphis to
Knoxville, Tennessee
assistant athletic director Gus
Manning said Monday.
"We decided to move the
game because of the recent
-decision to change the site of
the Ole Miss game Nov. 12th
from Jackson, Miss. to
Memphis," Manning aid,
adding that Oregon State
officials consented to the
change.
The move means that
Tennessey_ will play seven
games or home wider new




— American John Holladay
upset eighth-seeded Bob
Giltinan of Australia 7-5, 6-1 in




Third-seeded Dick Stockton of
the United States advanced to
the second round of a $75,000
. international tennis tour-
nament with a 6-4, 6-4 triumph




of England breezed to a 6-0, 6-1
victory over Zencla Leiss of
Daytona Beach, Fla., in the
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Racers Edge Eastern 71-70 To
Even 011C Record Monday Night
EDITOR'S NOTE—Murray
Ledger * Times Sports Editor
. Mike Brandon was snowbound
In Richmond with the Racers
and unable to be back in time
for pictures of the game to be
. in today's issue of the
newspaper. Pictures of last -
night's game along with a
column about the trip to
Morehead and Richmond will
appear in Wednesds&'s paper.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
RICHMOND, Ky. — A few
years ago, -*wen seconds
somehow vanished off , the
clock at Alumni Coliseum and
ose elFven secOas cost-
Murray State a one point loss
to Eastern Kentucky
University.
The next- season, Murray
went back to Richmond and
with 'eleven seconds left and
Murray in front by five points,
the Racers took a timeout and
everyone left the floor.
The clock was again the
center of controversy Monday
night in Alumni Coliseum as
Murray State edged Eastern
Kentucky 71-70 in the game
that people will talk about for
\izears to come.
Freshman guard Lenny
Barber hit two free throws
with 26 ycwuJ, left in -the-
game to give the Racers a 71-
68 lead. With 19 seconds left,
Tyrone Jones hit two free
throws for Eastern and
Murray had a 71-70 lead.
\.,Barber was fouled im-
meduAtely after the Racers
took the ball out and went to
the line for the bonus with 18 •
- seconds left. Barber, who had
already hit three pressure free
- throws _ig_ths, final mjnites,
' missed.
Then senior Zaph Blas-
ingame went high in the
air for a rebound and put up a
shot. It fell off the ramp and
Mike Muff managed to get the
rebound but he also missed the
shot.
• Eastern recovered the ball
but was called for walking and
Murray got the ball back with
nine seconds left. On the gd
bounds play Grover Woolard
found himself‘trapped and lost
the ball.
The ball was knocked loose
and on a fast break, Jones hit
a layup at the buzzer. Eastern
began celebrating while the
--Racer players ran toward the
scorer's table, screaming that
a shot had been taken too late.
After about 93 seconds of
shouting from players and
coaches, the official
timekeeper ruled the shot did
not count. -
"It was just a courageous
call," said Coach - Fred
Overton. "I saw it as being
correct to have gotten the call
after so much time had gone
by, it shows they haye ver9
honest people here." .
"I realize it is very difficult
for their coach, Ed Byhre, to
accept something like this.
They were playing off itough
loss Saturday from Austin
Peay. They were as tough as
anyone we played this year,"
-Oi,erto.. addvl. 
The key was the Racers'
free throw shooting, in par-
ticular, the free throw
shooting by Barber and
Blasingame. Blasingame had
four consecutive .free throws
in the final three minutes of
, the game.
His two free throws with
2:26 left tied the game at 68
apiece. Then .Barber hit the
front end of the boqus, with 43
seconds left to give Murray a
69 to 68 lead and set the stage
for the final zany seconds.
Perbaps the brightest spot _ "4 could be going blind, but I
for Murray was the play of
6'4" junior forward Skeeter
Wifson. He fired in ten points,
grabbed eleven rebounds, and
held 61" Dave Bootcheck,
Eastern's leading scorer, to
ten points.
Junior guard Jimmy
Warren, having his best of-
fensive &tine of the season,
fired in 19 points while junior
workshorse Mike Muff added
17.
John Randall, perhaps one
-Tracers had chipped the
margin down to four at 42-38.
, In the second half, the score
was tied a total of nine times.
saw the call as going the other
way," Eastern Coach Ed
Bhyre said of the con-
troversial call that snatched
yictory from his team."
"A lot of people Would agree
with me. I don't think we
played very well though, we
had a big let down after
playing so tough Saturday and
then losing by just six points to
Austin Peay."
One of the big keys in the
second half was the Racers
of the top six men in the 
were able to establish the
nation, added ten pointiNd 
-runner game, something they
played awesome on the_ boat&
could pot do m the loss
• Saturday at Morehead.
and on defense. , „
We kicked Warren out OnWoolard, who had been sick '
ithe break and Wilson and
and in bed all day Monday, 4littandall were getting the ball
Played sparingly and sewed 'off the boards and -down,
just four points. Danny quickly to the other-end. -•
Jarrett, the 6'11" Racer "This isAust a great win for
center, was sick all weekend a young bun of scrapping
and played for only a few kids. They really don't know
minutes. how important it is to come up
Murray trailed by as much here and win one in Death
as nine points early in the first Valley," Overton added.
half. At intermission, the Unlike Saturday when the
Racers won by ten points from •
the field and still lost, this
time the Racers lost by eight
from the field. However,
Murray hit on 17 of 21 from the
free throw line to make up the
difference in field goals.
The, Racers go to 9-4 on the
seasonlInd 1-1 in the league -,
while Eastern dips to 31
overall and 0-2 in the OVC.
The snowbound Racers will
try to make it back to Murray
by tonight in time to begji,,
preparing or this weekend's .4-z
homestand.
Murray _hosts Tennessee
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JERRY BURKEEN
Bodkreeping and Tax Service
INCOME TAXES PREPARED
"-A AM to 5 PM Monday thru Friday
Saturdays by appointment
Office located at the
Farmers Grain and Seed Co.
Railroad Avenue, Murray
Phone; 753-4636, after 5 PM: 753-3996
Jaworski Announces Plans
To Play Out
- YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (Al')
— guartertuck Ron Jaworski,
disenchanted with his pro
football employers, says, "I
will never play for the Los
Angeles Rams again."
Jaworski, in a telephone
interview, said he is com-
pletely disillusioned by the
Rams' failure to give him an
adequate Chance: Ile has
notified the Rams - he is
playing out his option and will
be a free agent May I.
Pat Haden and James
Harris shared the bulk of the
Los Angeles quarterbacking
this season, but Haden, a
roqiiiie and Rhodes Scholar
from the University of
Southern California, caught
the imagination of the fans
and media.
"Pat did a good job, but he
doesn't possess my ability,
cushioned by four'. years
experienee as this pro,"
- -Jaworski sold,- "But in Los
Angeles, a Southern California
grad is like God, the
newspapers ... don'tgive it to
you straight.




"but little was. said about _his
having _five interceptions in
the _ Dallas and Minnesota
games."
Jaworski said he was of-
fered "$700,000 for a five-vpar
arrangement last utici ,
after a hot season. When I
hesitated, well, things didn't




athlete said he broke his right
shoulder in the opener against
Atlanta and was supposed to
give it six weeks rest. Instead,
he came back in five weeks .
and directed the Rams to a 20-
12 victory over Chicago and a
10-7 triumph over New
Orleans.
From there he went to the
bench in favor of first Harris
and then Haden.
"They figured if waSn't
signed, why bother,"' -
Jaworski explained. "And
Chuck Knox, the coach, talked
about my starting and the like, '
but then it went to Harris or
Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.
In
esk.
























V hat's so great about our local newspaper?
Plenty .". e offer so much more for YOU
than any big city publication can possiblY do.
Sure they bring you the latest news. So do we:
They'll tell you about current business trends and
sports happenings. So do we: But when you're
looking for the latest storewide bargains. the
nest restaurants. sports eyents., musical
concerts. weather report.. and countless other
•local— things . .11104 big city Oitions
just can't complete: V e're your “where-to-
find"' index for just about everything in town.
And we're right in your' own backyard:
N
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Claudine Longet Testifies That Robey Denies Failure
Lover's Death Was An Accident ,.To Allow Investigation
ASPEN, Colo.. (AP)
Weeping with her head in her
hands as prosecutors 'breezed
into their case against her,
Claudine Longet heard herself
'described as a confused,
"ringy" woman, driven to talk
about her, lover's death almost
from the instant she shot him. -
She repeated; '1 shot him. I
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Ackerman as testimony got Deputy Dist. Atty. Ashley
under way in this Rocky Anderson said Miss Longet
Mountain ski village Monday. "raised the gun, pointed it at
She was talking to herself. fprafessional skier Vladimir)
.She was upset." Spider Sabich, jokingly said
Prosecutors said they hoped 'bang-bang', at which point
to close their case against the Spider Sabich fell to the 
floor,
ei:showgirl and former Wife dying."
of singer Andy Williams with a As she 'heard detai
ls of
handful of witnesses today Sabich's death, Miss Longet,
after calling 11 persons toi•the 35, ,broke down. twice. 
Once,
stand Monday. she buried her face fh 
her




The first day's only surprise
was provided by the security
chief for the exclusive sub-
division where Miss Longet
lived for two years with
Sabich, a 31-year-old
professional skier. •
Roy Griffith said that as he
arrived at Sabich's $250,000
mountainside home, he
warned a Pitkin Co nty
sheriff's officer about Miss
Longet: "Now watch it, this
gal is rfrigy today."
Neither the defense nor the
prosecution asked Griffith to
define "ringy." Anderson told
reporters, "Let the jurors
decide."
. Griffith described his entry
into-the home. "All at once,
Longet appeared in the
hallway," he said. She was
holding her hand to her thest,
r„and for an instant, I thought
she had been shot ... I said,
'Claudine, who shot who?' and
___ShisashotSpider-7_
If convicted of the reckless
manslaughter charge, Miss
Longet could receive a
maximum penalty of 10 years
in prison and a $30,000 fine.
She contends Sabich was
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teaching her to use the pistol
before going out of town when
the gun fired accidentally.
• Lt. Robert Nicoletti, a
ballistics expert for the
Denver police, underwent the
longest cross-examination,
especially on his estimate that
Miss Longet was "between
four and six feet" from Sabich
when he was shot.
Nicoletti also said Sabich
was wearing a short and long
set of underwear when he
died, and both undershirts had
gunpoider on them.
He repeated testimony
given at a preliminary
hearing that the safety on the
.22-caliber pistol that killed
Sabich didn't work;
"Whether the safety is on or
Whether sa4ety is off, if you
pull the trigger, the weapon
will fire," Nicoletti said.
FRANKFOr, Ky. (AP)-
Kentucky Slate Police Capt.
John Robey has denied that he
failed to allow an investigation
of -an alleged political payoff
solicitation and the alleged
theft of state property in 1973.
attorneys for Robey and the
Bureau of State Police were
scheduled to give final solicitation and alleged theft
suspended as commander of
the Elizabethtown post Nov.
18. In 1973, he headed the state
police criminal krivestigation
division. .
Sgt. Ralph Ross, one of
Robey's subordinates in the
division, testified that he
asked permission to probe the
alleged political payoff
arguments today before the of property.
case of the suspended Ross said he told Robey of a
Elizabethtown post corn- tip from an FBI agent that
mender went _to- a fiveman there might be stolen state
-hearing board: „pftice furniture--at the Cave
Five of the eight charges
against Robey were dropped





duplication of charges and
insufficient evidence.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 
Robey still faced charges of
354.1,,,,down .2. 
failing to exercise proper
Below dam 304.1, no change. -"e°n-cluct; failing i° submit acase report and making a
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4, false statement. -no change. 
Below dam 313.7, dbwn .4. - Robey, a 21-year veteran of
the state police force, was
Leg Amputation Is Not
Mandatory, Judge Says
NEW YORK (AP) - A 58-
year-old derelict from 
Alabama who has said he'd
rather "die with my legs on"
than have them amputated to
stop gangrene, has been told







"I feel fine about it," a
Roosevelt Hospital
spokesman quoted Otis
Simmons as saying when he
heard of the ruling Monday by
Manhattan Supreme Court
„Justice Hilda Schwartz.
In ruling that surgeons
cannot amputate Simmons'
right leg below the knee and
part of his left foot unless he
consents, Justice Schwartz
had .spurned testimony of
physicians and psychiatrists
- the latter contending
Simmons wasn't mentally
competent to make the
decision.
"A most important • con-
sideration," the judge said in
her 27-page decision, "is the
fact that the one who will be
most affected by the choice,
whichever way it is made, is
the patient hlmself."-
Justice Schwartz also noted
that while initial medical
testimony indicated am-
putation was the only way .to
save• Simmons' life, other
doctors have subsequently
said that -in their view, death
would not result if the
proposed amputations did not
takeplace."
The judge ruled that the
hospital could renew its ap-
plication -16F permission-1
perforrn the operations if
unmons mental condition
worsened or his life was ob-
viously threatened without
immediate surgery.
A hospital spokesman said it
had not-been decided whether
to appeal the decision.
Simmons' feet became
gangrenous after he spent 15
hours immobile on Broadway
near the Americana Hotel in
..bitter cold last Dec, 22, thea




that Simmons did not un-
derstand the danger to his life.
She said Simmons, who was
suffering from alcoholism and
described by psychiatrists as
subject to hallucinations, was
composed and ob-
servant" during a bedside
hearing last week.
"He did not want to lose
parts of his body and ... he
believes he will overcome his
illness," the judge wrote. "He
has stated.he would rather die
than suffer amputation."
IF 1 WAS. IN HIS PLACE, ID
BREAK THE 'LAW, ANI7 HANG
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requested to check the





ANY ERROR SH LOBE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
ANb NOTIFY US PROM
PTLY tN -CASE- OF AN
ERROR
Ftesteurant in Frankfort, and
that the restaurant manager,
John Freda,".. was allegedly
asked f6r a $5,000 contribution
by H.K. Taylor, 'then chair-
man of the Kentucky
Democratic party, in return
for help in getting a liquor
license.
Ross testified that Robey
said • he would check with his
-commanding , officer, Col.
14.slie Pyles, and later told
him Pyles had directed that no
further investigation be made
and no written report filed.
Pyles testified that Robey
had not brought such
allegations to his attention,
and Robey denied that Ross
ever made the request.
Robey said he would not
have forgotten such a request,
because he knew both Freda
and Taylor. "If Sgt. Ross had
mentioned either name to me I
would have remembered-it321-
he said.
A Chicago polygraph (lie
detector) examiner who
tested both Ross and Robey
testified that Ross' answers
appeared truthful while some
of Robey's appeared decep-
Bobey said he was confused
during the test because Ross
had come to him on other
occasions with requests_ to
assist the FBI in In-
vestigations. •
He also said he felt the
polygraph examiner was
hostile toward him during the
test, and that the polygraph
equipment was attached to his
arm in a painful manner.
Tanker Threat
-T6-Worsen
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
senator presiding over
hearings examining the: rash
of tanker accidents and oil
spills says the environmental
threat posed by the big ships is
going to get worse.
Sen. Warren Magnuson,
chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee, says
the traffic in bulk oil carriers
increases daily in coastal
waters, harbors and inland
waterways, which are already
congested and crovrttee
"Those of us who have
studied this area feel the
worse is yet to come," said the
Democrat from Washington
state.
"This country has just
witnessed the worst rash of
tanker'accidents ever, and on
top of that last year was the
worst iii history. for tanker
losses," said Magnuson in a
statement prepared for the
opening of hearings today
aimed at making oil tankers
more safe.
Fifteen tankers were lost
last year. Since Dec. 15 when
the Argo Merchant hit a shoal
off Nantucket, nine oil
carriers have either run
aground, sank, or were lost at
sea. The latest sin1Cng oc-
curred Monday when the
empty American tanker
Chester A. Poling broke up in
a winter storm off
Massachusetts.
.Scheduled witnesses include




The hearings are set to
explore what safety standards
may be set for foreign-
registered vessels which
carry 95 percent of the oil to
the United States. Eight of the
10 tanker incidents since Dec.
15 have' involved vessels of
foreign registry.
Maritime spedialists say
several foreign nations have
relatively loose shipping
regulations and that some
vessels are registered in those
countries to avoid complying
with stiffer rules elsewhere.
Another aim of the hearings
is to gather •testimony on
pro we legislation to
id4rea4e the liability of ship
cOners for oilspill damage.
Essentially, damage liability
is currently limited to the


























bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from -any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents. 8
x 10 -$2540. East service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
?Vic FREE Olt a
5 :Aral Found
LOST TWO DOGS, one
large white mAle
German' Shepherd tat
answers, to name King
and small male Rat
Terrier, white with
brown spots and . brown
tail, answers to name
Joe. These dogs are not
wearing collars as they
were kept pinned up.
Believed lost in Almo
area. Please call_ 753-
1593.
6 Help Wirypi
WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing en-
velopes. Send 25 cents
plus stamped, self-
_ _addressed envelope to:
Terry Lane Enterprises,













envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.











Used furniture, antique -




buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436-
2575.




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7 10-
3 :30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753-
3685.
5 Lost And Found
FOUND LADIES watch
in front of Big K. Call
753-6775 after 5 p. m. and
identify.
LOCAL INDUSTRIAL
firm needs a secretary







to P. 0. Box 12N,
Murray. All replies held
in Strict confidence.
WANTED - BABYSIT-
TER, 4 small children.
Occasional nights and
















maturity is. We train.





TED. Full, time, ex-
perience preferred but
not necessary.
Weekends are a must.




4 High school graduate or equivalent and
above average typing skills required. To
type, file, and mail all purchase orders,
vendor discrepancy letters, and vendor
return papers. Verify the accuracy and
completeness of all acknowledgments,
receiving reports and packing slips. Main-
tain all purchasing files and type all ven-
dor correspondence. Maintain a log of all
purchase orders and receiving 're-ports.
And other duties assigned.
Receiving Clerk Salaried
High school graduate or equivalent and
above average typing skills required. To
verify material received against the
packing slip, the freight bill, -and the purl'
chase order. Transpose the pertinent
receiving information to the receiving
'copy of the purchase order and packing
list. Type the receiving report. File pur-
-chase orders and receiving reports. And
other duties assigned.
Shipping Clerk Salaried
High school graduate, or equivaleni
above average typing ability, and an
analitical and organized approach to work
required to edit and sort all orders
received by customer and model. Maintain
a perpetual inventory of all mod* in
stock. And other duties assigned.
Excellent salary plus broad fringe
benefit package.
For, employee application, apply at the
Personnel Department of The Tappan
Company, January 12, 13 and 14, between 1
p.m. and 4 p.m.
TAPP tonqinq







'rim. 47 a irr r*,•••• 7













































between ages 24 and 46
for retail store in
downtown Murray. In





Apply in own hand--
writ* to P. 0. Box 264,




Repair work, new con-











14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.
GOOD USED electric












Datsun pickup. Must be
excellent condition. Call
753-8538. -
BRICK OR FRAME good
2 or 3 bedroom house
with large_ lot or small
acreage. North or west
of town. Call between 8




Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.




15 Articles For Sale
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethape• foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.








RAVE CEDAR CHEST in
perfect condition: $100.
Call 753-7737 after 4 p.m.
MUST SELL VIOLETS.
,Cheap. Due to bad
health. Call 435-4397,
IF CARPETS look dull-
and drear, remove spots
....as they Appear withAllue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also





.$15 rick. 50 locust posts.
Call 753-1358 or 753-3047.
WOOD FOR SALE. Call
437-4620. ,
JEJ11.4%..MMI31-"X31C31:a
15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.




chains, 3)" or 404 pitch. lir
Enough, for 12" bar,













White, $30. Call 753-1222.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple





FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
19 Farm Equipment
NEED GRAIN BINS, -a
grain dryer, a new steel
building; grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-








tracks and good engine.
$3500. Call 436-5353.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing









50-60 lbs. Dark wood gun ROOM FOR RENT. Call




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and shve on
all mattresses,
Healthopedtc or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS, _




LLOYDS IN WATTS AM-'
FM 8 track slid state
stereo, with G. E. tur-
ntable. $125 or best
offer. Call 753-4029.
27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x 44 ONE BEDROOM.
Ideal for college student
or lake. At Fox
Meadows. 12200. Call
753-6019 or 753-8635, ask
lot- Dan. -




_ Washer & Dryer -con-
nections in use now. One
large 12' by 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
storage shed. Alton four
nice lots 100' by 220'.
Jitst I minutes away
from lake. Excellent
well and septic system.
Call 753-5352 6:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m.
1974 ATLANTIC on 1 acre
lot in front of East
Elementary School. Call
753-1775.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
12 x 60, extra clean. Five






Drive In Theatre en-
trance. Call 753-9104 or
753-1551 nights.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
20 x 60, 808 CHESTNUT
Northside 'Shopping
Center. _Call 753-0425 or
753-7527.
32 Apartments For Rent
REMINGTON MODEL
1100 automatic shotgun,
3" magnum, 30" full




after 6 p. m.
22. Musical
MODEL 28 SMITH and
Wesson 357 magnum
and 380 caliber Llama




753-9471 after 5:30. -
CONRAD'S PIANOS -
Organs, Kimball and








peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
-has all your favorites,
SOON. 4th. Call 753-8944.'
Openings
for R.N.'s
3-11 & 11-7 shifts in Coronary Care & Critical Care
Areas. Salaries comparable to other Medical
Facilities in area. Excellent fringe benefit
'program. Coatict-Director of Nursing-Jimmie Stuart
Memorial Hospital 502-8116-5221 ht. 609, Hopkin-
'vino, Ky. 42240. Egad Opportunity Employer.
NICE FURNISHED 1 •
bedroom apartment.
Inquire at Kellys Pest






month. Bills paid. Call









33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34. Houses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE
available for college
boys. Call 753-3040 or
762-2791.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT - storage or
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
Call 753-4857 days, 753-
7244 nights.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305N. 4th. Call
753-5881
FOR RENT OR LEASE, \
rail store building on HOUSE AND LOT far
'solith side court square sale at„ 407 N. 3td. Two
Mayfield, 2500 sq.-- ft. bedroO61, living room,
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247- ' kifhen, bath. Call 753-
2833. t 4418.
ligY THE TIME I 61;20V.i, UP ,THERE
WON'T BE ANY J0139 LEFT A FIRST






Gilts for sale privately.
During a recent survey
we found .that many
farmers would prefer to
buy privately where
they could have time to
visit, look over the herd
and see our facilities,
rather than buy at
auction. So We are
devoting the entire
months of Jan. and Feb.







$80 for both.- Call 753-
'0561 after 5.
ONE MALE Beagle, 2
years old, A-1 rabbit




Walker Hound Dogs. 10
months old, have started
hunting. Phone 436-5650.
43.Real Estate
COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive -
three bedroonS brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westw.00d
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double . concrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
love the up-to-the-
minute appointments.




30 ACRES GE PRIME
farm land with two
bedroom house just
listed. Farm land is 95
per cent fenced with
woven wire, has tobacco
base and tobacco barn-
equipment shed. This is
some of the finest farm
land in the county and
has frontage on tioth
Highway 121 North and
Brady Road. Home is
well built, brick and
-frame home with tree
shaded lot and white
plank-fenced yard.
Located only 542 miles
from Murray. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-
. forrnation on this fine
property. We at KOP-
PERUD REALTY are
working hard to provide
the best possible service
to you.
ATTRACTIVE 3
bedroom, 1"2 bath brick
at 508 Blair Street.
Patio, central heat and
air, family room, double
garage, and wall to wall
carpeting. Nice, com-
fortable home priced in
low thirties. Call 753-
8080 or come by 105 N.




FOR ALL, • YOUR in-
















FOR RENT OR SALE: 8
room house, 3 bedroom.
central heat and air, 4





-bedroom ,.home on an
extra large lot can be
yours. Spacious kitchen,
lots of closet room and
two baths. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505




two bedroom house on
quiet street suitable for
home or rental. This is a
reasonably L2 priced
house on good lot. Close
to school and hospital.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
itatterree, 753-5921.
ON SCEN1C DRIVE in
Keniana Shores. Nice 3
bedroom hoAe with
cedar siding. Large lot
sood year around, living.
Near Ky. Lake only
$19,500. Fulton Young
Realty, 408 South 4th,
753-7333, Keith Kennedy,
753-4378.








piece of property for a
couple who wants to go
in business. Plenty of
room for expansion. At





SIX ACRES on 641 High-
way South. Could be
used • commercially.
FULTON YOUNG
REALTY, 408 S. 4th.,
753-73337 Keith Kennedy,
753-4378.
South 12th at sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION on this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home at
convenient location
close to shopping areas
on quiet residential
Street. Attractive land-
scaping and a large
workshop make this a
very delirable home to
\ own. Call any dour five
" \hill-timesales personl _
for more information on\




TIVO ACRES OF land
east of Alino on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
44 lots For Sale
NICE BUILDING lots in'
Hazel, Ky. New sub-
division on Maple St.







wooded lots on 641
th S.M.C41118M1-4411F--
home. or trailer, also







REALTY, 408 South 4th,
753-7333. Keith Kennedy,
753-4378. Call 767-4793.
49 Used Cars & Tiucks
ttlICSALE OR TRADE




Mags. Blue pith black
vinyl top. Call 753-5612.





1972 DODGE Colt, 4 cyl‘
automatic. 2 dr.. h.t.,
solid yellow with new
tire 10511 _P_Uclue
3544217.
1966 SCOUT, 4 cyl.
al Seirice5 Otteied
June Johnson




- Thurs., Fri., & Sat.'s
Only
June would like to insite
.all her former patrons




for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass




straight stick, good '
body and runs good. -
$4.50.00. Phone 354-8217.
45 Farms For Sale
43 ACRE farm located on
Hwy. 94-E of Mur`ray.
This farm has good
tobacco barn. Also 2
stock pops. Ap-






REALTY, 408 S. 4th.,
753-7333, Keith Kennedy
753-4378.
46 Homes For Sale
E01.01, BEDROOM
BRICK home on North
7th Street. This home
has two fireplaces, two
baths, and shower in
utility. Also cedar lined
closets and beautiful
hardwood floors. 100 ft.
lot-with outside storage






with large _ room
and fireplace, beautiful
water view in Panorama
Shoces. Price $22,500.
FULTON YOUNG




Northwest of Murray on
nice shady lot. Fully
carpeted, kitchen,
dining room, utility,
bath, and living room.
Ample storage area plus
two outdoor storage
tluildings. Call 489-2778
befor-e 8:30 a. m. or after
5:30 p. m.
COUNTRY HOME - 4
bedroom brick on 24
wooded acres. $31,900
Call 7534747
BIG HOUSE for family,





brick house located on
Kirksey. Central heat
and air, price $28,000.




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
30. IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great- Christmas
Gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
763-3185,
1973 BUICK LE,SABRE
custom k, door sedan.
One owner. '43400 miles.
In excellent condition.
$2,700. Call 753-0609.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic,
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
ELECTRICAL WIRING _
1-BIRD, FOUR door 1967-- home andindustrial, air .
_conditioni\ng, and(Classic") 81,000 local.
Sharp and ready. $l . refrigeratiorik plumbing \2A0.
Buddy Valentine, 180s and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-72037Greenbrier 753-4981. -








actual miles Air, power •
steering and brakes.
Red and white. Call 753:
nr 753-lit; 
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air.,
condition, appliances,
water -pumps) water











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
WILL DO inside or out-
side painting and small1971 FORb LTD




and service. Call Tonyclean. $1180. Call 436-
- a
Montgomery, 753-6760,
ELECTROLU.X SALESE971 GREMLIN X. Real




stereo, and tape. $4650.
Call 753-4445. ,







Crager mags and side
,pipes. $2500. Call. 753-
5612.
1965 MUSTANG AND 1969
GMC. Call 753-6663












dry, • work completely
guaranteed_Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
• Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.





too' Ismail. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
radial tires $2750 Call •
753-4445. FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
1972 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville. Excellent con-
" dition, Excellent tires.
$2650. Call 753-4445.
1974 MARK IV. Red with
white top. $5495. Call
7-53-4445.
1963 FORD customized
- van, mag wheels, 8




1975 DODGE Camper. 21








bank, gravel. Call 436-
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.







order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. (VI
evenings 901-247-5569.
work needs call John
Lane Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
WHYPA INT? Let Glbver
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
















by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor










Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
TILE - TILE - 'TILE.
Complete patio and
porches,. bria and tile;
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Cell J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now, Call Doug "
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
WE LAY RUBBER back
carpet $1.25 sq. yd. Work
guaranteed -1_y_sia_ r. Call 




carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
DRUMMER -NEEDS-
regular job at least 2 or 3
nights a week.. 
perieneed-iriall fields of
music.. Also plays







in antiques. Call 753-0493 -
. or *753-9232.




No elm "ile-11-yearestr masa
Mont corsetres
EASILY-
)11 Pouts0 portatt,• pow.'
oosiso does r Me rot*
EFFECTIVELY-
CleS1/1. tmses and •KuvIr'S
oul Oeto Jolt, t'





',ICt,On of I,., cost
'up to
1.75 00 PEP Room,
Reg tor OffN 512 00 a day
Bel-Air Decor.Stor•
















641.S.00 op, floored, reedy hi sm. Also prentt. yea botlat us
I.. as $300.00. $ a t op to 24 a MI stroked, het ea* price
sty sue memlotl. Bey the host fee less.
CUSTOM BUILT POOTAIILI BURDINGS 753-011114
EXAMINATION TO BE HELD TO
FILL A VACANCY IN A LOCAL
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
The Calloway County Health Department has a
vacancy for Social Worker I. Beginning salary is "
$4.ier hour. 
• • \ •A licatians are available at the CalloWaY County
"Heal Department. ReqwrenientS fdr this position
are: * -4 . '
Graduation from an accredited four-'year college
or university with a Bachelor's degree in social
Work or sociology: or. a closely related field with an
equivalent of 30 seniester hours in social work,
sociolagy, or psycholok. - 
, _
- . .. . _
Applica%0!, -ons must ,.be received. by the Calloway
Ctaitity. He th Department, Murray, Kentucky,"'
or before 4: o'clock January.,17, 1977. We are an
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I Deaths and Funerals 1
Mrs. Brewington's
Rites On Wednesday
sister, Mrs: 0. T. (Mabel)
Davis, and one brother, A. A.
r lied, Doherty, both of
Murray Route One, Penny-
Airport Road; seven grand-





The ' funeral for Mrs.
Margaret Doherty
Brewington of Cave City wQ,
be -held Wednesday at one Fr
rn at the chapel of the Hunt's
Funeral Home at Cave City
with burial to follow in the
Cave City Cemetery.
Mrs. Brewiagton, . age .74,
died Monday at two a-m. at a
hospital in Montgomery, Ala.,
w here she had resided since
the death of her husband,
William Heery Brewington, on
April 24, 1976. She was also
preceded in death by one son,
Neal Bro.vington.
Survivors are one daughter, grandchildren including
Nafte.-, weea.e.e___,....Heeffetav....__Larsy._..aiiiil -Tracy l'autch- „Of
Jewel, Montgomery, Ala.; one Hazel Route One.
Funeral serviees will be
held Wednesday at ten a.m. at
Independence, Mo._ The body
will then be transferred to the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
where friends May call after
ten ani.. Thursday.
The graveside 'rites will be
held Friday at ten a.m.. at the
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
John McIntosh of Hazel died
suddenly on Monday about
10:30 a. m. while crossing the
Street to go to the Hazel
Postoffice.
The deceased was 87 „years
of age. Born ay „ in
Indiana, he was the son of the
late Sam McIntosh and Bird
Wells -McIntosh. He was a
_retired hardware merchant of
Hazel.
Mr. McIntosh is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ola Burton
McIntosh, Hazel; three
- daughters; -Mrs. Mary Wells,-
Indianapolis, Ind., Mrs. Verna
Simmons, Texas, and _Mrs.
Frances iCorner;Mituni,
one sister, one brother, and
eight grandchildren.
The body will be transferred
Wednesday to. Paolia Ind
where furieral and biiri
services will be held. Thg
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel





Dead At Age 62;
Rites Here Friday
James H. Foutch, formerly
of Murray, died Friday atiiis
home in Independence, Mo.
He was 62 years of age, and
was born June 29, 1914, in
Calloway County.
• Mr. Foutch is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Helen !route',
Independence, Mo.; one son,
Jimmy Foutch, Hazel Route
One; two daughters, Mrs. Bill
(Diane) Lynn and MrS. Linda
'Hahn, Kansas City, Mo.; one




Final rites for Ralph White
1:30 p.m. at the chapel of theCorn us in am ion But if the cold weatherin for a mont ," he said,
of Hazel were held Monday at 
 sets"
Miller Funeral Home, Hazel, . ---- - . -something's going to hap- - - --
, •
3,,--ApSee••;-•
Heating Season Some State Employes Off Work36 Per Lent
Colder Due To Snow; Others Are_BusierLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-It
ivy come as ne-safprise but
the current heating season has
been 36 per cent colder than
normal, a Columbia Gas of
Kentucky official says.
A formula used by the gas
company to determine the
number of days that natural
gas will be in heavy-demand
shous Kentucky is already
more than hallway through
the heating season in terms of
the number of anticipated cold
•
FktANKFORT, Ky. ( API-
Snowstorms have given many
Kentucky state employes
some time off, but others have
been busier than ever,
arranging fuel deliveries to
chilly households, „ getting .
transportation. for hospital
personnel and trying to get
traffic moving across the
state.
"We've had a few cases of
families running out of fuel,"
Robert hicFerren, head of the
state Officer of Disaster and
Emergency Services, said
Monday night.
"We've had local civil
defense upits take care of
getting them resupplied," he
said. "Some hospitals had
trouble getting employes to
work. We arranged for county
officials to help with tran-
sportation."
' There. were no reports of
communities.. 4selated by- the
state had "a major problem
with traffic flow."
"I don't think we have any
...emergency . situations," he
stro Bohert-  tivt:P17 rtf-
ficiating.
Pallbearers were Floyd
Barrow, Ira Taylor, Bill
Jones, Joe Thompson, Ed-
ward Fitts', Junior, Eakey, Joe
Booker Adams, and John
Morgan. -Burial was in the
Puryear, Term., Cemetery.
,Mr. ag,e 68, died
Saturday at 5:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He wasamember of
-the Hazel Churet- of- etuln: -
The Hazel man is survived
by his wife, 'Mrs. Ave Nell
Taylor White, to whom he was
married September .6, 1936;
two daughters, Mrs. Judy
Mason and Mrs. Martha Nell
Culver, Hazel; one son,
Jimmy White, Louisville; one
sister, Mrs. Mary Frances




The funeral services for
_Miss Alice Robertson of 1610
Calloway, Murray, are being
held today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Charleill. Morris officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Parvin Adams, Durwood
Lovett, Steve, Joe Pat,
Michael, and Billy Robertson.
Burial will' be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Miss Robertson, age 81„ died
Sunday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Callovray County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Locust Grove Baptist
Church. • r
She is survived by two
brothers, H: S. Robertson, 1610
Calloway, Murray, and Elbert
Robertson, Pittsburg,..Pa.;
one nephew, Ralph Robertson,
Murray Route Four; one
niece, Mrs. Durwood t Fredal





Chicago, Ill. - A fiee offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-Operating
model of the _smallest 13eltone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone an-
swering this advertisement.
Send for this non-operating
model, put it on and wear it in
the privacy of your own home.
While many people with
hearing loss will not receive
any significant benefit from
any hearing aid, this non-
working model will show you
how *tiny hearing help can be,
and it's yours to keep, free.
The actual aid weighs less
than a third of an ounce, and
• it's all at ear level, in one unit.
These models are free, so
\we suggest you write for yours
now. Again,- we epeat, there.
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. .7ehousands have
already been mailed, so write
today
otcspe,134t281bINVC. Vlet,e'b ltri°nael














Funeral services for Tom
Langston, 96 year old man of
Murray, were held Monday at
ten a.m. at_ the chapel of the
Miller Funeral Home, Hazel,
with the Rev. Paul DaileN
officiating.
Pallbearers were James
Baker, Bart Rodriegues; Billy
Pool, Gene Schrader, Emmett
Madrey, and 'Jack Coffee.
Burial was in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Langston, .whose wife,
Mrs. Blanch Erwin Langston,
died in 1944, died Saturday at
seven a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was a member of the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
He 'is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Tommie
Austin, Lakeland, Fla.; one
son, Brent Langston, Murray,
with whom he had resided for
thirty years; one sister, Mrs.
Myrtle Madrey, and one
bratner, R. D. Langston,
Murray; six grandchildren;
eighteen great grandchildren;





And winter officially bean
less than three weeks ako. r
-.We've still got a long way
to go,' said George
Goodykoontz, Lexington
division manager for the
utility. - which serves the
"Central and Eastern .portions
of the state. ,
Goodkoontz sald he _didift
think there would be ad-
ditional curtailments of
natural gas allocations unless
"freezing temperatures -hang,
Or left without utilities,on solidly for a month or more., snow
- -We're at the curtailment McFerren said, though the
.level we're going to
hold. subject to continuingSUPREME COURT VISITOR-Griffin Bell, designated as review," he said.U. S. Attowey General, waves as he arrives 'at the Ha said one or Iwo reallySupreme Court building in Washingur, D.. E. He visited Lcold  _Aar • g  even week  said. Seems to be underwith Chief lustier Warren E. Burger there..  -
(AP Wirepboto) individual 




WASHINGTON AP - The
National Cornhusking
Champion of 1935 says he's so
happy that a fellow farmer is
becoming president that he's
spending $2.50,poo to help
celebrate Jimmy._ , Carter's
inaugural.
Elmer Carlson of Audubon,
Iowa,- is. hoping that as many.
as .6,00, _peopTe-Will-attend-
each of the three inaugural
parties he's throwing in a
Washington hotel ballroom
next week.
Carlson, who grew wealthy
in the hybrid seed and fer-
tilizer business, is a
Democratic activist and twice
an unsuccessful candidate for
about $10,000 of his ovte-r-nsret-y
-Congress-He_ says-
during the fall campaign for
Des Moines newspaper ads
that urged Iowa farmers to
vote' for- a fellow tiller of the
soil.
-We can appreciate the'
work they "( the Carters) had to
da, coming from a boondocks
Wee Plains," he says.
Despite -his efforts on "
Carter's behalf, Carlson has
been overlooked by those who
Compiled the inaugural
committee's invitation lists.
But unlike others who say they
were snubbed, he's not letting
it bother him.
"The ground is frozen out
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here anyway, so I'm going
down to Washington for the
inauguration," he said.
Carlson has an 1,800-acre
farm that produces wheat,
corn and soybeans.
- He's got detailed plans for
each night of the inaugural
festivities. The first night's
party, next Tuesday, will
Jeatur_e_._beer,___pe_anuts, . pop-
corn and music by "Warren
Covington and the Clambake
Seven."
Things really heat, up
Wednesday night,
inauguration eve, when
Carlson has engaged the Duke
Ellington Orchestra, led by
Ellington's son, Mercer. ,,The._




feature a decor of hay, cor-
nstalks and "peamit-Water-
falls," which are described as
Streamers of peanut-vines,-
hanging from the chandeliers.
Carlson says he knows that
Carter hi,rnself will have his
hands full making it to each of
the six official inaugural
parties. The official parties
are open, for $25, only to
people who received in-
vitations. So Carlson's not
counting on the President-
elect's attendance.
-At least he could send Billy
though," Carlson mesed.
Survivors Of Tanker
Wreck Had Their Doubts
GLOUCESTER, Mass. ( AP)
- Clinging to opposite ends of
a wrecked oil tanker, buffeted
by 35-foot waves and 70-mile-
an-hour winds, John Cillinete
and Harry Selleck thought
they were about to die.
Gilmete prayed. Selleck
said to himself, "Goodbye,
Harry." Both survived.
They were among the six
American crewmen rescued
by Coast Guard cutters and
helicopters Monday after an'
empty American oil tanker
broke in hall during a winter
• storm off Cape Ann near the
old fishing port of Gloucester.
A seventh crewman, Joao
Da-Rosa, 41, of Pawtucket,
R.I., was missing and
presumed drowned after he
leaped in -desperation for a
rescue basket lowered by a"
helicopter, but missed and fell
into the water.
The 43-year-old., 281-fodt
Chester A. Pbling was cut in
half by the storm, and the
halves sank rapidly. Gamete,
47, 'Of Jersey City. N.J.,
thought none of the crewmen
would live, although a distress
signal had been sent.
"The way the sea -was I
didn't think we'd survive until
the Coast Guard got there,"
said Gilinete, .47,. of Jersey
City, N.J. "I was thinking of
.my family, my children. I was
thinking I wouldn't see.my son
grow up."
-He and tour other men were
- on the stern as it went down.
I kept praying," he mid. "I
think that pulled me through.




below zero in many parts of
Kentucky today.
He said homeowners should
remember that they directly
affect the ability of industry
and business td continue
operating, adding it is
essential thgt there' be
-continued . strinterit
conservation "of natural
gas-mainly -by people in their
homeS."
The company currently is
discussing the possibility of
instituting a gas pooling
system whereby industries
which can convert to alternate
fuels allow others without that
capability to use their
allocations of natural gas, _
Those who receive the bonus
gas supply must com_pensate
the donors for the more
expensive standby fuels they
use instead of gas.
pooling system for schools
supplied by Columbia Gas was
, authorized by the state Public
Service Commission and has
been in effect for about 10.
days.
up, little by little with each
wave. When we saw the Coast
Guard ships, we thought we
had a chance. We were cold.
We were freezing."
Before his part of the ship
went under, Gilmete plunged
into the icy water. He was
plucked from the sea by
helicopter.
Selleck, 45, of Bricktown,
N.J., was on the bow with one
mate.
"I figured I was a goner
with the weather the way it
was," he recalled from the
.hospital -where the survivors
were treated. -They were
monstrous seas. - -
"Goodbye, Harry' I said to
myself. In warm water, you
can stay afloat for a king time,
but in cold water, that's it," he
- said. _ _ •
-When the bow began to
sink, I hit the water and began
to swim for the cutter,"
Selleck said. -Most of the
time, I just floated and went
with the swells to save energy.
The fitter missed me the first
time, and I was in the water 15
to 20 minutes before the
second pass."
The Poling, based in New
York, was headed from
Boston to Newington, N.H.,
when the storm struck.
It was' the 12th oil carrier
involved in an accident in -or
near U.S. waters in the past
month. Only one of the others
was an American ship, and tike
, rash of accidents has proni-




LEXINGTON,' Ky. (AP) --
Lexington attorney 'James
Amato has scheduled a rally
next Monday to officially kick
off his campaign for mayor of
Lexington.
Amato ran unsuccessfully
• for that. post in 1973 in a tight
race with Mayor Foster Pettit.
Also running for the
mayor's post are Sen. Joe
Graves, R-Lexington, and
Scott Baesler, vice chairman
of the urban-county council.
eriff°To
watching it."
State Fire Marshal Warren
Southworth asked trucks
carrying 'gasoline, fuel oil,
diesel fuel and liquid propane
to make only essential
deliveries and to "be careful
and put chains on.
"A tank truck is harder to
drive than a regular truck. If
you have a liquid load, it tends
to shift," Southworth said.
"And if one of these trucks is
involved in an accident, yen
have the danger- of ,fire or
explosion.
"We've asked them to take
extra precautions and make
only .. the necessary
deliveries," he said. "We're
not asking them not to make
any deliveries. We know
they've got to if somebody's
short of fuek."
Blowing and drifting snow
made it difficult for - all
vehicles. Slate _ poLice.
headquarters in Frankfort
had reports that traffic
statewide was "just awful
slow," said Trooper James
Wilson
"The wind is blowing 35
miles an hour and it's just
drifting all over ...Where they
Appeal
plotv it off it blows right back
riiad again," Wilson
said.
He said some tractor trailer
trucks slid sideways qn
slippery interstate highways
and one, on: 1-75 near
Lexington, "got turned around
and we had to lead him back to
an exit ramp so he could get-
back on going the right way."
Wilson said, no serious ac-
cidetas were reported,
howenr. have,the
traffic we normally have
...and nobody's driving that
fast. The calls are mostly to
assist somebody to get back on
the road,"he said. -
Highway officials said salt
was being delivered to
depleted stockpiles areund the
state, but road crews did more
plowing than salting because
of the low temperatures.
"Salt ...does very little good
below 20 degrees," said Russ -
gamine, assistant state high-




Kentucky will have "slick
roads Tor several days." He _
noted that temperatures are
expected to remain low
through today and more snow
is forecast for Wednesday.
"We're trying our best to be•
--------prepred--fer -that." he- said. -
" exerting
possible to get the roads
open." -
tieviction demonstrators - -State employes were sent
which ordered the embattled._ home early last Thursday and
residents to leave by Wed- given days off Friday and • -
Monday to minimize com-
muter traffic to and,,from the
capital.
Gov. Julian Carroll said
icifrie" emplOyes writdd be
asked to work today.
"State government will
operate on a hunted haSIS,"
said John Nichols, Carroll's
press secretary. "Agency
heads will notify those em-
ployes "'n&essary to allow
state officel to function on a
limited basis that they are to
JAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Sheriff Richard Hongisto says
he will appeal a five-day jail
sentence for contempt of
court, but adds that it is "a
small price to pay" for his
failure to evict tenants of a
low-rent hotel.
Superior Court Judge John
BenSon on Monday sentenced
Hong4to and Undersheriff
James Denman to five days in
jail and $500 fines and ordered
them to report to nearby San
Mateo Cciunty Jail on Jan. 21.
Hongisto said he hoped that
by then the city would com-
plete arrangements to buy the
137-year-old International
Hotel, thus relieving him of
the  _neres ity of "going
against my conscienee" by
evicting 60 to 80 aging Filipino
and Chinese tenants 'from
their $50-a-month rooms.
The sheriff - who has twice
won election on a liberal
platform urging tolerance for
gays and marijuana - had
refused to* carry out the
evictions last October, citing a
lack of manpower and
training in the face of ex-
pected heavy resistance from
tenants and supporters.
The hotel, which sits on
highly valuable land bor-
dering Chinatown, the
Financial District and the
tawdry North Beach night
club zone, is owned by the
Bangkok-based Four Seas
Corp., which wants to destroy
it to build an unspecified
project.
New eviction notices were
posted ' Friday - and im-
mediately torn down • by an-
Firemen Fight Blizzard
To Reach Explosion Site
PHILMONT, N.Y. (API -
Neighboring firemen had to
fight "near-blizzard con-
ditions" to reach the site of an
explosion and fire that
destroyed a rubber factory
'which was to have become this
old mill town's chief' em-
ployer.
No serious injuries were.
reported, but several dozen of
the 1,300 residents were
evacuated Monday night to a
nursing home on a hill above
the town as winds up to 30
miles per hour sent the flames
leaping across Maid Street.
Two apartment buildings,
two stores and a barbershop
also were gutted before about
200 firemen from 20
surrounding units brought the
fire wider control after six
hours in temperatures below,
20 degrees.
The four-story 19th century  
brick mill building that housed
the factory still smoldered
early today, casting a haze
over the entire town, which is -
located in hilly terrain about_
30 miles southeast of Albany;
near the Massachusetts and
Connecticut borders.
Firemen, whose arrivaLwas
ielayed by, snow-and ice-
covered reads after the first
alarm went out about 7:47
p.m., had to chip their hoses
out from under 8 to id inches of
ice that accumulated as they
foisght the flames.
Upon returning to the
firehouse, many bad to be.
literally chiseled out of their
coats. One fireman had 3-inch-
long icicles in his beard.
Mayor Clinton Mossrnan,
who helped. fight the fire, said
"We had pinned all our hopes"
on theX-Tyal plant, which had
started operations' three
months ago making rubber_
life rafts and other items for
the government.
The factory, -owned by a
Beacon, N.Y., firiii; had 60
workers but was to have
employed up to 300 later this
year.
Deputy sheriff Bob DiRuzzio
said the fire aeparently t
started as two , men were
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nesday. If, they refuse,
Hongisto has until Jan. 19 to
evict them.
Benson ordered Hongisto
and Denman fo serve 'their
time outside the city, to protect
-them from-reprisals, in' their
own jail. But Hongist-ci Said the
judge wasn't doing them any
favors.
"I'd be far safer in my °wet
jail, because my' staff would
make sure that nothing
happened to me," Hongisto
said. come to work.",
"We've neverlhad a sheriff carrell spent much of
in jail before," said San Mateo Monday holding staff
County Sheriff John  R._mgetingsat the governor's 
McDonald. He said if Hongisto mansion and was scheduled to
and Denman come there, they be back in his office today,
would be confined in the safest
part or the jail. _
The controversy began last
April, when, after a long trial,
Superior Court Jedge Ira
Brown Jr. instructed a
ae d jury to rule that
Four Seas could do whatever
it wanted with the property.
On Sept. 23, Brown ordered
Hongisto to evacuate the hotel
-by Nov. 30. When he failed,
Brown held him in contempt
and ordered him tried. The
trial spanned a week late last
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The initial cost of anew building
Is only one aspect of the total cost
of ownership.
.- -You also have to consider such things
:11 utilities, maintenari-te and repairs.
These may not seem important in a
new building but they can -really mount up
when a_building puts on a few years.
A high quality, professionally built
hilikling may cost you more initially
hut it will quite likely cost you
after just a few_ years of operation.
If you're .thinking about building,
gi‘e us a call, We'll show you
some specific ways you can save money.
And keep saving it for a long time to come.
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route 2 Rol 525
Calvert City, Kentucky 12029 Phone: 395-11911
